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ABSTRACT
This report describes some programs that attempt to
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building them. Educational changes have required new sets of spaces
in schoolhouses, whose specifications could only be met by changes in
building technology and in construction management. This triumvirate
of change emerged it, the form of the systems approach to school
construction, which necessitates an improvement in building
technology, but demands a revolution in management techniques. Five
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This report tells about some of the
programs that attempt to raise the
quality of primary and secondary
schoolhouses without raising the
cost of building them. In construc-
tion language this is called improv-
ing the quality-cost ratio. Three of
the programs started from scratch
by asking the question "What and
how do we want to teach?" and then
finding architectural solutions.
Other programs apply those solu-
tions to other sets of circumstances
without starting the whole evalua-
tion process over again.

The common thread among these
programs is the systems approach
to building. Systems building used
to be a rather mysterious subfect
understood only by its disciples.
Now, the success of systems in Cal-
ifornia and Toronto has spread Its
acceptance among architects and
educators. This report Is Intended
to spread the good word further.

Eft. contriouted funds to the pro-
grams ;llustrated here and actively
participated in their establishment
and development. The foundation,
In turn, received support and en-
couragement from Its Board of Di-
rectors to venture into pinneering
programs for making constructive
changes In educational facilities.

Educational Facilities laboratories
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In a pell-mell race to provide suffi-
cient schoolhouses to stay abreast
of the rising FA hcol polation since
World War II, the nation built Innu-
merable ,chools that were 30 years
out ot date before the plans were Jlt
the drawing boards. Their designed-
in obsoles..ence way not but
resulted from an anttpdthy toward
tha major changes developing in
education, building technology, and
construction management.

Educational changes required a
new set of spaces in schoolhouses,
which could only be fulfilled through
changes in technology. But these
two changes could net function
properly without a change in man-
agement. This triumvirate of change
emerged in the technique of the
systems approach to school con-
struction.

In broad terms, a systems approach
simply means that a problem will be
solved In an orderly process that
will define the goals, analyze the
means of achieving them, and then
carefully organize the actual
achievement. In construction, the
systems approach necessitates an
improvement in building technol-
ov, but it demands a revolution in
management techniques.

Systems construction does not
guarantee cheaper buildings, but it
can result in lower construction
costs than conventional buildings,
Apart from costs, the systems ap-
proach produces buildings that pro-
vide all the facilities that owners
need but seldom get from their

buildings. And because systems
construction is much faster than lra-
Gitional building, it leads to earlier
occupancy of buildings.

These factors .are significant for the
choice of a systems cpproach lc
educational buildings, but systems
would not have succeeded unless
EFL [lad aggregated a market are
enough to justify the cost of devel-
oping the technofogy.Thit. ccurred
in California, and, when thet project
succeeded, related projects gained
immentum in other pads of the
continent.

The need for school buildings is
real. During the 20 years between
1945 and 1965. the total of students
in kindergarten through university
rose 'from 29,7 million to 51.2 mil-
lion. But as construction costs spiral
upward at double the over-all infla-
tion rate, the enthti..iasm to accom-
modate all these bodies Is waning,
and laxpayeis are resisting paying
for new schools by rejecting bond
issues: they approved 80% five
years ago, but only about 40% in
1970.

Even the schools that have been
built lack the facilities, amenities,
and environmental comfort stand-
ards they deserve. Schools have
always lagged behind the comfort
standards for office and retail build
ings. Constructing an unaircondi
tioned office building is unthinkable,
whereas it is normal to build an un-
airconditioned school. But the na-
tion is slowly learning that an inferior
educational environment tends to
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produce inferior education, and so
the trend in today's schools is to-
ward improvements in building

Th' revolution in instructional tech-
niques has an especially heavy
impact on school design. In the
modern school, team teaching, dif-
ferentiated staffing, and individual-
ized instruction for a broadened
spectrum of student groupings have
created slew demands for flexibility
i the partitioning of learning areas.
Films, slides, or large-scale televi-
sion lect'res may be shown to
groups of 150 or more students. The
old standard 30-ft-sq classroom for
30 students is now only ore of many
sizes of instruction spaces. Seminar
discussions in smaller groups, or
even individual instruction, pose a
different set of partitioning needs,
sometimes demanding large, col-
umn-free areas with little or no par-
titioning. Yet until the arrival of the
School Construction Systems De-
velopment {SCSD) program, few
schools could affo.d a standard set
of relocatable partitions that could
provide the spatial flexibility of the
SCSD systems.

Now, eight }ears after the first sys-
tems-building project In the U.S., 12
manufacturers are producing stand-
ard relocatable partitions that can
be used with several lighting-ceiling,
structural, and airconditioning com-
ponents. And there are increasing
numbers of manufacturers supply-
ing these other systems-building
products.
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A Lagging inoustry

There are many reasons for the
building industry's failure to respond
spontaneously to its challenges. Ob-
stacles to technological progress
include thousands of outdated build-
ing codes that discourage innova-
tion and standardization, restrictive
union rules that bar factory fabrica-
tion or mechanized field assembly,
and a general lack of performance
standards and tests for evaluating
and approving new building
products.

Basically, however, this failure
springs from the industry's frag-
mented 'organization. For decades
the building industry has operated
within a warped organizational
structure of vaguely def.ned respon-
sibilities. On a typical school project
there ar. architect with his con-
sulting engineers, a general con-
tractor, and several subcontractors
installing products made by a host
of manufacturers. A series of com-
munication gapebetween owner
and architect, between architect and
manufacturer, between manufac-
turer and subcontractordiscour-
age new approaches. The manu-
facturers of different components
generally work in isolation, uncon-
cerned with over-all integration of
their products in the total building
system. Trapped in the building in-
dustry's labyrinthine structure, each
segment of the industry pursues its
own specialty, often oblivious, and
always powerless to control the en-
tire process. Moreover, the entire

industry is dominated by mistrust:
of architect by client, of general
contractor by architect, of subcon-
trator by contractor.
Perhaps the most techrulogically
stultifying aspect of industry frag-
mentation is the manifold division of
the annual $3.6 billion school con-
struction market. The tiny markets
represented by thousands of school
cisaicts cannot sustain the research
and development effort needed to
produce new building components.

Breaching the Corridor

EFL Linctions as an organizational
stimulant to the creaking, rusty ma-
chinery of the section of the building
industry concerned with educatio tat
facilities. This antiquated machinery
has changed little since construc-
tion of the little red schoolhouse,
and today's conventional schools
have progressed too little beyond
that primitive edifice. Systems build-
ing projects have demonstratel a
method of reorganizing the cumber-
some building process into a ra-
lional, orderly process, freed of the
building industry's built-in frictions
and obstructions.

The need for this fresh review of
school design and construction is
illustrated by tagging development
in the structural framing of schools.
Around 1900, California's class-
rooms were tinuied largely by the
prevailing structural technology of
that era. Wood joists could econom-
ically sF an 24 ft, so classrooms were
built at that width with joists span-
ning from an exterior wall to a corri-



dor in the center of the building.
This enabled designers to stretch
the length of a classroom parallel to
the corridor, but never change its
width. When steel and reinforced
concrete beams became available,
classroom width increased to 30 ft,
but rooms could not be extended
after construction because the cor-
ridor walls tvore always in the way.

Before SCSD started, open-plan
schools were gaining favor w'th
educators searching to improve the
interaction t etween a teacher and
students. These schools were built
with large ci.lumn-free interiors, but
each was designed individually with
no standardization or caily-over of
technology from one to another. In
the SCSD program, instead of fol-
lowing in the deeply worn rut of
conventional design and construc-
tion, the staff made technology the
servant instead of the master. To
provide the flexibility needed to ac-
commodate mass lectures for 150
students anywhere in the general
learning space, the SCSJ staff
chase 60 ft as the minimum span
necessary to satisfy a user require-
ment of expanding in two directions'
parallel to and across a corridor.
Confronted with this new require-
ment (lotus many others), the com-
peting s'aucturat manufacturers
were stimulated to produce a major,
economical innovation, Instead of
continuing traditional Industry
practice.

Yet the chief significance of the
SCSD program lies less in its tech-

nical results than in its organiza-
tional achievement. Few informed
industry experts doubted the capac-
ity of U.S. building product manu-
facturers to produce drastically
improved hardware under the right
coi.-litions. Creating the right condi-
tions, however, was the major prob-
lem, and here ER played the key
ro!d by convincing the first Califor-
nia school oistrict to commit itself to
use building components that were
not fully developed, and a new
method for awarding bids. It also
assembled the required market by
recruiting oth.r schoo, districts to
join the program, created the expert
SCSD staff, and provided $680,000
for the users' research ar.d devel-
opment program.

The Anatomy of Systems

Ideally, systbins building proceeds
through four stages:

N Study of user requirements
N Establishment of performance
standards for the building subsys-
tems or entire system

Integration of individual building
subsystems into a coordinated build-
ing system

Testing o; components (or sub-
systems) to assure that they satisfy
the performance standards

to a sopllisticated systems-building
program, a benefit-cost analysis
governs the choice among alterna-
tive products.

In writing user requirements, a sys-
tems-building staff must liberate
itself from a built-in prejudice for

11



existing technology. Instead of ask-
ing,for example, "How can I improve
paftitionsr the basic question is,
"What is the best way to divide
sl ?" For open-space elementary
sch...ols, the answer may be 6-ft-high
bookcases or screens. In a modern
elementary school, with carpets and
acoustical ceilings, visual insulation
may be a more critical job for a space
divider than acoustical insulation.

A recent development in systems-
iing policy for electrical work

offers a better lesson on the need for
liberation from existing construction
industry practice. Largely because
of code obstacles and consequent
delays, electrical work (except for
the lighting-ceiling subsystem) was
omitted from the SCSO building sys-
tem. This work was done in the con-
ventional way, and in some cases,
conduits were buried in the con-
crete floor topping and fed upward
inside partitions to supply wall out-
lets. Thus when partitions are relo-
cated in those SCSD chools, the
conduit risers must be cut flush with
the floor and capped.

This troublesome, expensive op-
eration is .,voided in more recent
systems aull ding in Toronto and
Montreal. PerformanLe criteria for
these programs require location of
the electrical distribution network
within the ceiling spice: wires feed
downward to outlets for the floor
below. Responding to the old prob-
lem restated in th new terms, in-
dustry produced flexible eleclrical
networks that allow easy, convenient
electrical change.

12

As a basic task in setting perform-
ance standards, a systems building
staff aoalyzes a building into its
parts in a far more rational way than
in the conventional construction
process. On a conventional school
project, the different subcontracts
are often divided on the basis of
materials. On a systems-built school,
the building system is broken into
subsystems, logically defined for a
specific function.

As an example illustrating the flaws
in normal industry practice, the tra-
ditional inclusion of masonry for
both exterior walls and interior par-
titions in one subcontract creates
the diffused responsibility that
plagues the construction industry,
since masonry is only one material
used in walls and partitions. On a
systems-built school, interior parti-
tions and exterior walls become tv:o
sepal ate subsystems, designed for
two distinct functions and divided
into separate contracts. The manu-
facturer of each subsystem is re-
sponsible for all materials included
in that subsystem.

Subsystem manufacturers must in-
tegrate Individual subsystems with
other subsystemsstructural, light-
ing-ceilir.n, plumbing, aircoedition-
ingat each interlace, or common
boundary, with other subsystems. A
module (or basic dimensional unit)
standardizes the dimesiens of light-
ing coffers, ceiling panels struc-
tural joists spacings, etc. Though
there are exceptions to this general
rule, room dimensions arc .iultiples
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of the modulei.e., 15, 20, 25, or 100
ft for the normal 5-ft module.

The last stage in developing a build-
ing system is testing the Integrated
subsystems. As an interesting and
progressive example, Toronto's new
school building system was tested
by the Canadian Standards Associ-
ation. The CSA conducted part of its
testing in a laboratory, e.g., parti-
tions' denting resistance, carpet
flameproofing, and lighting inten-
sity. Other subsystem characteris-
tics were measured in an instru-
mented test building, where, as ooe
example, the airconcAtioning sub-
system was checked for airflow,
temperature, humidity control,
acoustical performance, etc.

One of the major advantages of the
systems-building performance con-
cept is that it unifies responsibility
for achieving satisfactory results in
the hardwara; the manufacturer
bears responsibility for fabricating
components arid for instal'ing them.
in contrast, the traditionally frag-
mented organization of the building
industry, with its hopelessly divided
respons'13ility, Invites a round or two
of buck passing, litigation, and un-
satisfactury, unfair settlements in
case of hardware failure.

Under the traditional building proc-
6SS, an aircondilioning subsystem,
for example, Is designed by a me-
chanical engineer, who often incor-
porates components produced by
severe' different manufacturers. A
mechanical contractor installs the
ducts and equipment, and another

subcontractor may install the con-
trcis. If the assembled subsystem
doesn't work, the blame could take
the following circuit: the owner calls
the architect, who calls the manu-
facturer (or manufacturers), who
calls the control subcontractor, who
calls the engineer, who may start
the cycle anew. The fragmented or-
ganization makes it almost impos-
sible to fix responsibility.

On a systems-built pro;ecl, the divi-
sion of responsibility is clear-cut:
the mechanical engineer still bears
responsibility for proper design. But
a single contractor (normally the
manufacturer) bears single respon-
sibility for satisfactory performance
of all airconditioning hardware and
for its proper installation.

Pioneering Systems

The first systems- building program
in the U.S., the Califurnia school dis-
tricts' SCSD program, focused on
one of the building industry's most
frustrating failuresthe ceiling clut-
ter. Under the conventional building
process, an architect often patterns
details of a new pi oject on a re-
cently completed building. His en-
gineering consultantsstructural,
mechanical, and electricalfit their
.,omponents together as best they
can with the available products.

The entire design team must beware
o' new products, since there are few
standards for measuring their per-
formance. Despite some recent
progress, notably among aircondi-
tIoning manufacturers, building
product manufacturers have gener-
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ally contributed little toward estab-
lishment of uniform performance
standards. They have traditionally
preferred to compete on the basis
of proprietary advertising claims,
not on the basis of widely recog-
nized performance standards. The
American Society of Testing and
Materials' lire-resistance reds, used
by Underwriters' Laboratories and
Factory Mutual in classifying floor-
ceiling assemblies. partitions, cur-
tain walls, etc., are models of sub-
system performance tests. But unlike
these ASTM fire-resistance tests,
construction industry testing stan-
dards generally refer merely to indi-
vidual materials, not to assembled
components or subsystems. There
are tests for felt strength, vapor
barrier permeance, and thormal-
insulation heat conductivity, but no
generally recognized testing stan-
dard for weather resistance or water
permeance of the whole, built-up
roofing subsystem comprising these
different components. Yet sub-
system performance, not individual
material quality, is what ultimately
concerns the building owner. He
wants to know, for example, that the
aircondilioning subsystem, with its
air intakes, fans, ducts, compres-
sors, condensers, refrigerant, ex-
pansion valves, etc., can deliver 100
cubic feet per minuto of conditioned
air to a given space, not whether a
circulating fan motor delivers 100
horsepower.

Architects, in particular, are wary of
innovation. They have fewer criteria
for assessing quality for their com-
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ponents than engineers, and many
manufacturers have refused to guar-
antee their products' performance
or durability. A rising tide of mal-
practice suits has made design con-
servatism the better part of valor.
The unhappy consequence is nor-
mally a haphazard assembly of
structural framing, lighting fixtures,
ducts, and pipes crammed into the
ceiling space, with little thought
given to maintenance or future
change. Designed for a 40-year fife,
today's conventional school, frozen
into a mold destined for early obso-
lescence, is an almost certain future
remodeling expense. Growing de-
mands fur flexibility in dividing in-
teriors and improved environmental
quality will predictably make this
year's conventional school more
outmoded In 2010 than a 40-year-old
school is today.

The SCSD program dramatically
broke this dreary cycle of design in-
ertia. The first indispensable step
integrated 13 school disidcts into a
single construction agency, the First
California Commission on School
Construction Systems, empowered
to take bids on the various building
system subsystems. This large mar-
ket gave successful manufacturers
expectation of a reasonable profit to
offset research and development
costs that couldn't conceivably be
Justified for a single school, custom-
built in accordance with conven-
tional practice. Equally Important,
the SCSD program required co-
operation among the different
manufacturers of components sand-
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wiched In the ceiling space
(structural framing, lightinn-ceiling
fixtures, airconditioning, plus relo-
catable partitions) to produce
compatible subsystems. A 5-ft-sq
(horizontal) module extended the
standardization already used in
screw threads, electrical fixtures,
etc., to the building :cafe itself.

The SCSD performance standards
stimulated development of a pack-
aged airconditioning subsystem with
flexible fiberglass ducts, readily
tent, lengthened, or shortened to
accommodate individual control in
any space arrangement attainable
with the relocatable partitions, in
zones as small as 450 sq ft (half a
classroom). The other components
occupying the ceiling spacesteel
trusses with their lateral bracing and

/7

concave pyramidal lighting coffers
were designed to accommodate un-
obstructed rearrangement of the air-
conditioning duds, and the ceiling
runners supporting the coffers were
designed with and without air dif-
fusers, as required for each use.

Reactive Bonus

As a beneficial byproduct, the mere
ability to create widely varying divi-
sions of space has stimulated edu-
cators' imaginations. Freed from the
barriers of fixed standard spaces,
teachers can experiment with new
and changing instructional groups
and teaching techniques.

"It allows me to experiment with
team teaching without being com-
mitted to it for 40 years," says one
administrator about his SCSD



school. Another praises the new
freedom afforded his teachers to
ni!x large and small instructional
groups in whatever proportions they
find best.

"A building open to change is open-
ing the eyes of our teachers," is an-
other educator's summing up.

A major alteration at Oak Grove
High School illustrates the benefits
of flexibility. For its fall term, 1970,
Oak Grove's science department
radically revised its curriculum. it
features individualized instructional
"packets" instead of conventional
group instruction. A second change
in the four-year-old building com-
pletely reoriented the building from
its original layout. Originally the
laboratories and science resource
centers were divided by subject
(chemistry, physics, biology). The
new layout divides the space by
function, without regard to subject
matter.

At ^i estimated cost of $20,000, this
biteration is not cheap. But it would
be ecohomically prohibitive in a
conventional school. Thus if It had
been built with conventional com-
ponents, Oak Grove's science build-
ing would be obsolete at the age of
4 years. With nearly 40 years of pro-
jected useful life remaining, it may
see many more changes as instruc-
tional techniques continue to im-
prove and change.

Architects should be able to do a
better job in their original design of
systems-built schools than on con-

ventionally built schools. Relieved
of the irritating technical details of
connecting and fitting components
together (a task more efficiently
done by manufacturers), the archi-
tect of a systems school can focus
more effort on apportioning space
and on creating an esthetically at-
tractive educational environment.
Far from confining the architect, as
some uninformed laymen and even
some professionals have charged,
standard systems components lib-
erate the architect's imagination in
arranging their countless combina-
tion. The standard kit of subsys-
tems is no more confining than the
piano composer's keyboard or the
painter's palette.

Beneficlent Waves

Since construction of the first SCSD
school in 1966, the components de-
veloped under the program have
spread throughout the U.S.--into
more than 1,300 North American
schools. Thus SCSD achieved for
to the classic aim of foundation re-
search. Once their immediate pur-
pose is attained, many research
projects sink beneath the surface,
leaving her( ly a trace. But the waves
generated by the $680,000 invest-
ment in SCSD are still radiating from
the original project, elevating scitool
design standards, cutting costs, and
accelerating construction schedules
In many scattered parts of the U.S.
and Canada.

Since SCSD, ea has sponsored
other systems-building programs.

With 75% of each school's cost rep-
resented by systems-designed com-
ponents, Metropolitan Toronto's
Study of Eiucational Facilities (SEF)
program extends systems building
into a new dimension. To the basic
SCSD subsystems, SEF adds exter-
ior walls, plumbing, roofing, electri-
cal distribution, flooring, and sev-
eral other components not included
in SCSD. is previously indicated,
the SEF electric-electronic subsys-
tem constitutes a radical imuove-
ment over SCSD's conventional
electrical distribution. It helps to
adapt Toronto's schools to the new
audio-visual, computer instruction
techniques with minimal effort. To-
ronto is already conducting some of
the world's boldest experimentation
in individualized, nongraded edu-
cation, and SEF schools witl en-
courage use of a whole panoply of
modern, audio-visual instructional
techniques.

SEF has added significance as the
world's first truly open building sys-
tem. (The subsystems in an open
building system are widely inter-
changeable, whereas the subsys-
tems of a closed building system are
locked into one system.) Theoreil-
cally, an open system produces
greater economy, because you can
Ideally choose the most economical
candidate in each category. Closed-
system bidding should, however,
produce better integration of sub-
systems. On the closed-system
route, Montreal's Research In School
Facilities (Recherches en Amenage-
ment ScolairesRAS) program dis-

19



Dissimilar exteriors of these two
Florida schools illustrates that systems

construction need 5)1 produce
slancfardizsC facades.
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pla/s some architecturally elegant
and ingeniously designed hardware.

SEF is now spawning its own sys-
tems-building programs Detroit's
Systems Building Study (for multi-
story school additions) and Boston's
Building Systems Study, whose first
phase will include construction of
two large elementary schools each
seating 1,000 students.

These applications programs exploit
the construction speed, economy,
and quality of the products and pro-
cedures from the development pro-
grams, without adding significant
advances of their own. As a notable
example, Florida's Schoolhouse
Systems Project (SSP) hes achieved
progressive cost savings through
three statewide building programs.
Florida's taxpayers hava profited
from the intensified competition
among subsystem manufacturers.
While conventional construction
costs have been skyrocketing over
the past two years, SSP has
achieved an 18% reduction In bid
prices for three basic building sub-
systems.

SSP has also achieved equally dra-
matic construction time savings.
Under .ne iew contracting proce-
dures facilitated by the systems-
building process, school boards can
get completed schools up to eight
months earlier. And the preliminary
cost estimates available for subsys-
tems minimize the cost-control
problems that harass school boards
all over North America.

Still other EFL programs are extend-
ing systems building into university
construction. By June, 1970, sub-
systems were under test for multi-
story dormitories for the University
Residential Building System (URBS)
under development for the Univer-
sity of California. Another type of
program, the Academic Building
System (ABS), is now in a prelimi-
nary planning stage for the Univer-
sity of California and Indiana Uni-
versity.

The course of these systems-build-
ing programs illustrates the coordi-
nated progress of performance cri-
teria and the manufacturers' re-
sponse to these demands. Since the
original SCSD program, the sound-
insulation requirement for relocat-
able partitions has steadilf risen.
The URBS criteria for its dormitory
partitions pushes manufacturers to
the economical limit of today's tech-
nology. Airconditioning criteria for
the more extreme Canadian climate
are tougher than for the earlier
SCSD program, notably in an added
requirement for winter humidifica-
tion.

Systems building Is but one of many
technologies that dominate society.
We expect from it the same rewards
as from other technologies: econ-
omy, speed, utility, and quality. If
systems delivers these, there Is no
reason why it should not play a
major role in building schools for
the considerable task of educat-
ing youth in an expanding and often
bewildering world created by
technology.
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Toronto's Stuuy of Educational Fa-
cilities (SEF) program is the world's
first truly open building system, the
mcst ambitious effort yet made to
apply the technological and mana-
gerial ingenuity of North American
industry to the problems of building
construction. It extends the whole
concept of systems building into a
new dimension. In the SEF program,
75% of the total $28 million con-
struction volume (all costs in this
chapter are Canadian dollars which
were 7% less than U.S. at the time
of these events) comprises systems-
designed components. In contrast,
California's earlier School Con-
struction Systems Development
(SCSD) program incorporated only
50% of each building's cost in sys-
tems-designed components.

Toronto's new Roden School, the
first of 22 schools and one office
building scheduted for completion
by mid-1971, has already demon-
strated the time and cost savings
attainable through the SEF systems-
building process. In contrast to the
14 to 18 months required for con-
ventional construction, Roden's
constructior took onry 7 months,
thereby saving 7 to 11 months.

Total bid for the 10 SEF subsystems
comprising the 23 buildings was $21
million. This is about the same cost
as constructing 23 tradltlfA Ili build-
ings without any of the advantages
of the SEF systems schools. Metro
estimates that it would cost 30%
mere to build traditional schools
with facilities and services equal to
SEF schools.
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Flembilq is the key word in assess-
ing both the educational and tech-
nological significance of the SEF
program. SEF schools will be learn-
ing laboratories, offering Toronto's
educators the spatial flexibility
needed to accommodate groups of
one to 150 or more. The conven-
tional 30-student class is only one
of many groupings used in a modern
school. A radically improved elec-
tric-etectronic subsystem will facili-
tate use of new audio-visual teach-
ing aids. Organized into teams for
cooperative teaching, educators can
turn throe new schools into a micro-
cosm of the outside world, encour-
aging a range of educational
experience impossible in the tradi-
tional egjcrate school with its uni-
form classroom cells and other
built-in obstacles to learning. With
their packaged airconditioning,
lcng-span structural framing, relo-
catolte partitions, flexible lighting,
interchangeable furniture elements,
and other advanced subsystems,
SU' schools will readily accommo-
date drastic interior changes. No
SEF schools will ever cause the
costly, haassing delays or exorbi-
tant renovation expense required 10
adapt conventional schools to con-
temporary naerIs.

As a less obvious, but even more
far-reaching benefit, the SEF pro-
gram offers the dearest preview yet
of a more eff,cient process for build-
ing schools. The traditional process
of programming, designing, and
building schools involves a host of
peopleschool administrators,

educational consultants, cost con-
sultants, architects, engineers, con-
tractors, manufacturers, and sup-
pliersall working within a structure
of blurred responsibilities. This
warped organization hampers edu-
cational and technological innova-
tion; it punishes failure to a far
greater degree than it rewards suc-
cess and thus promotes timidity and
inertia.

SEF revamped the entire process.
Educators se: the basic building
performance criteria, translated into
technical standards by the SEF
architect-engineer staff. Manufac-
turers were given clear-cut respon-
sibility for producing satisfactory
components and installirig them,
and the general contractor's role
become exclusively managerial. The
Canadian Standards Association,
with its job of certifying building
curtiponent performance, may be
pioneering a nationwide, or possi-
bly, a continental stei.,fardization of
systems-building lesi,i1g and instal-
lation criteria.

Soil for Systems

For its second major systems build-
ing project, EFL selected Toronto
largely because of that city's unus-
ual political structure. It has a met-
ropolitan government (Metro) that
embraces five boroughs and the city
of Toronlc. The Metropolitan To-
ronto SL,hool Board handles fi-
nances centrally, but most educa-
tion functions remain autonomous
with each borough.



Since there are 450,000 pupils and
20,000 tear-ners in the metropolitan
area, the School Board carries con-
siderable financial clout: It spends
about $50 million annually to build
20 to 30 new schools. With such a
large market, manufacturers can
sustain research and elvelopment
programs for high-quality building
components. And, with the Metro-
politan Toronto School Board to ad-
minister the construction program,
SEF avoided the basic political and
legal problems that handicapped
the systems program in California's
13 separate school districts.

As still another advantage, the
Metro School Board's con inuIng
construction program formed a solid
base for a systems-buildinn experi-
ment. Major U.S. cities ha a been
more concerned with meeting im-
mediate racial and social crises than
in undertaking long-range research
and development efforts on school
building. Toronto has been able to
avert many of these racial and social
problems. Consequently Toronto
not only offered the required con-
text and quantity; it offered the re-
quired demand for quality. Toronto
has the momentum of a continuing
school modernization program that
enables il to assimilate the latest
building technology. During a 30-
year construction drought, attribut-
able to the Great Depression and
World War II, no new schools were
built in Toronto. But in 1955, the city
began replacing ifs old schoots. By
the early 1960's, 40% of the city's
schools were less the.% 10 years old.

Thus Toronto's schools have es-
caped the fate of schools in U.S.
central cities, where the continued
influx of poor blacks and the con-
current exodus of prosperous whiles
and industries has plunged them in-
to a deepening crisis fed by ex-
panding needs and shrinking re-
sources. In Toronto, with Metro fi-
nancing of welfare ar.d education,
the central city escapes the inequit-
able burdens thrust on New York,
Chicago, Philadelphia, and other
major U.S cities.

Metro finances an area-wide school
construction program, approves op-
erating budgets for the six Iccal bor-
ough school boards, and distributes
provincial grants. Though local
boards remain autonomous in oper-
ating their local districts, the central
board sets attendance areas, there-
by averting inefficiencies and prob-
lems created by municipal bound-
aries. As a conseqtrance, Toronto's
uniformly advanced schools are
ready to move on to the next stage.
For Toronto, the next stage is sys-
tems budding.

Accompanying Toronto's school
modernization program is a pro-
gressive educational policy that is
attracting teachers from the U.S. as
well as other parts of Canada. Free
from the overwhelming problems of
U.S. ghetto schools, Toronto has
educational challengeo of less des-
perate proportionschiefly, the lin-
guistic and cultural assimiliation of
manageable numbers of foreign im-
migrants. Not only are Toronto's
central city schools better built ,,tan
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most U.S. central cities' schools;
they are also better equipped.

A light administrative hand encour-
ages Toronto's teachers tr_ experi-
ment, says Dr. John S. Murray, Aca-
demic Director for the SEF program.
Backed by the Ontario Institute for
Studies in Education, Toronto has
moved beyond the rigid administra-
tively prescribed curriculum guides
that often deter effective instruction
in schools. In the past two dacades,
Canada has moved from an elitist
education policy modeled on the
British system to the U.S. ideal of
universal, individualized education.
(In tie mid-1940's Canada had p.
portionately half as many high
school and colfeye graduates as the
U.S) Toronto leads in putting the
Canadian version of this ideal into
practice.

Laboratories for Learning

For Toronto, the 1970's promise to
be a decade of bold educatiinal ex-
perimentation. School principals
c:ln try new techniques of team
teaching and nongraded education
without the fear of failure inspired
by some authoritarian school bu-
reaucracies. Toronto's educators
reject the traditional concept of ed-
ucation, which in practice has rneant
the transmission of a stable set of
cultural values, preparation of the
academically successful tor higher
education, and training of the rest
for clearly demarcated vocations,
They rate intellectual creativity and
ingenuity over the mastery of pre-
scribed subject matter; they rate
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self-reliance over the traditional vir-
tue of obedience.

Under the traditional concept of ed-
ucation, the teacher is the active
(talking) agent, and the student is
the passive (listening) agent, soak-
ing up the te..xtier's wisdom like a
psychic sponge, ready to squeeze
out the approved answers on cue.
The static eggcrate school, with its
fixed uniform classroom cells lining
two sides of a corridor, is the logi-
cal, static architectural expression
of this static authoritarian concept
of education.

Modern eductors take a humbler
view of their role. In the modern
school, a dynamic rnudel replaces
the old static model; the student be-
comes the more active participant
in the educational process, and the
teacher becomes more an inspira-
tional and i iteltectual catalyst, less
a lecturing encyclopedia. From top
to bottom in the adrronistra'ive hier-
archy, Toronto's educators admit
that they don't have all the answers.
They are committed to bold and
varied educational experimentation,
free of the cautious timidity that
keeps tamer educators safely snug-
gled in their comfortable rut. Ac-
cording tc this view, the school
should be a microcosm of the out-
side world; education is a lifelong
process merely formalized In the
schoolroom; and the school's task
is to equip students for the jolts and
unpredictable vocational challenges
in a tumultuous world that has little
need for tamed human parrots. The
flexibility of a systems- designed
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school adapts it to bold educational
experimentation.

Reform for Reading

Toronto's experimentation invaded
the realm of the three R's with
demonstrable success before SEF
programs went into operation. An
experiment in reading instruction
for the Carlson Road School's
Grade 6 students (11-year-olds) in-
dicates the benefits of individual-
ized reading instruction. After six
months of an experimental program
in which the standard readers were
replaced with novels, newspapers,
or other reading matter chosen by
the children, a test grriup of 32 stu-
dents scored dramatic gains in all
reading categories. Tested by the
Gates Reading Survey for vocabu-
lary, comprehension, speed, and ac-
curacy, these students compressed
average gains of from one to four
years of reading level into a half
year's reformed instruction.

As an ancillary benefit, the expel -

ence was True enjoyable as well as
more productive than conventional
reading instruction. One intelligent
boy, bored with the reader-oriented
instruction previously given, read
more than 25 books in the six -montn
experimental period.

What prompled the reform was the
recognition of the basic flaw In tra-
ditional reading instruction, Like
convicts under mandatory sentence,
beginning with the insipid Dick and
Jane stories in first grade, children
have been subjected to standard
readers. Something is obviously
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wrong with forcing every child to
read the same book at roughly the
same time. Division into two or more
reading groups is too crude a pallia-
tive to correct the basically false
premiso ot reader-based instruction.

The reading ability of these 11-year-
old, Grade 6 students ramrod from
Grade 3 to Grade 11 (Iron. normal
oge 8 to age 16). Compounding the
problem posed by this tremendous
range in ability was a tremendous
range of interests. Why not adapt
the school to the outside world,
where adults are allowed to read
what they like? Why not treat the
students as individuals with the abil-
ity to make their own choices?

In tile continuing program, 120
Grade 6 students receive reading in-
struction programmed as follows:

For the. Je majority who can
assimilate ii, individualized instruc-
tion in a large room. The children
bring books, newspapers, or maga-
zines from home or from a library.
Like pleasure-reading adults, they
can exchange the books at will, They
discuss plot, then' , style, or tech-
nique with teachers.

For less proficient readers, three
small rooms are set apart for spe-
cialized Instruction. Iwo contain

oup, teacher-led discus-
sions of short stories, novels, and
poems. A third room, for lagging
readers Is equipped as a reading
laboratory, with a tachistoscope (to
accelerate reading speed) end other
audio-visual equipment. The goal is



to move everyone into the main
group as soon as possible.

School for SelfReliance

Spatial divisions for programs like
the Garrison Road School's pio-
neering reading reform will be more
easily achieved in SEF school:, than
in the best of conventional schools.
Dewson Elementary, a new open-
space school built via the conven-
tional construction process, indi-
cates the superior and more readily
changed educational environment
that is available in the new SEF
schools. It also demustrates the
kind of educational experimentation
that SEF schools will encourage.

Visiting Dewson Elementary is an
enlightening experience. To a visitor
whose memories of elementary
school evoke scenes of drab sol-
emnity anu tranquillity, Dewson's
colorful, semi-carnival atmosphere,
with its hangjog pennants and ubiq-
uitous art work, may seem inappro-
priately festive, and the bustling ac-
tivity in the large open areas, with
many small bodies in apparently
random motion, presents an aspect
of subdued pandemonium. It is like
a first visit to the New York Stock
Exchange, where ' seems incredi-
ble that the traders rushing franti-
cally around the paper-littered floor
are actually processing an orderly
flow of business transactions.

Yet behind the apparent chaos there
is order, maintained by the less im-
mediately visible teachers. Dew-
sons open spaces constitute an

SEF schools improved on the environ
merit of traditionany-built, non-graded
schools such ss Oewson Elementary
School. above.

as-
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educational marketplace. Though
the activity may at first appear ran-
dom, it is nonetheless purposeful.
But it represents a multitude o' in-
dividual purposes, not the synthetic
order of a drill team.

Detvson is a nongraded school with
team teaching in three open-space
floors of 7,500 sq ft area each, parti-
tioned irto different-sized spaces
Mat open into one another. On each
of these floors a teaching team of
9 or 10 (comprising teachers, teach-
ers' aides, and volunteers) has two
age groups (co:responding to Iwo
former grades) of roughly 200 chil-
dren. On the third floor, with the
10- and 11-year-olds, the 9-member
teaching team divides its functions
into specialties,ilke a college teach-
ing staff. Instead of a standard cur-
ricvlum for everyone, the students
can follow their strengths and inter-
ests. In those few conventional ele-
mentary schools offering drama and
school newspaper, these activities
are extracurricular luxuriestreats
for talented students. At Dewson,
however, these creative pursuits are
an integral part of the individualized
curriculum, open to any student who
feels attracted to them.

The individualized curriculum gives
Dewson's openspace learning
areas an initial hnpression of chaos.
After planning a log of his day's ac-
tivities in the morning, each child
makes his own individual way
through the day. These individual
schedules express .-Jewson's goal of
cultivating sell-reliance.
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Though the conventionally designed
two-year-old Dewson school is a
tremendous improvement ouer the
old standard eggcrate design, it still
falls short of the comfort, flexibility,
and electrical convenience of the
SEF schools. SEF schools will fur-
ther facilitate the kind of bold r iu
cational experiments under way at
Dewson.

Historical Background

The idea for a systems approach to
school facilities found three enthu-
siastic supporter.-. among the gov-
ernment officials of the province of
Ontario who had been Interested in
the SCSD project. The men, the
Honourable William G. Davis, Minis-
ter of Education, Dr. Kenneth F.
Prueter, Chairman of the Advisory
Committee on School Design, and
Frank Nicol, the Director of School
Planning and Research, believed
that Toronto would be the ideal city
f or a project similar to SCSD.
Metropolitan Toronto School Board
agreed in principle, and its Chair-
man, Barry G. Lowndes, and its
Director, William J. McCordic, joined
their provincial government col-
leagues in sponsoring a proposal
for the Study of Educational Facil-
ities. Metro accepted the proposal
and agreed to finance it providing
it would be reimbursed with any
hinds from other sources such as
foundations.

During the period when the possi-
bility of the proje.:t was being dis-
cussed, and later when the proposal

was being drawn up, the principals
were encouraged and aided by
Jonathan King, who was then Vice
President of EFL and is now head of
the systems division of Caudill
Rowlett Scott in Houston. King also
urged Metro to submit a pro,: osal
to EFL for financial aid for SEF. Sub-
sequently, in 1966, SEF mceived the
first allocation of funds from EFL that
eventually covered about one-third
of the $1.2 million study.

By September, 1966, a permanent
project staff had been created under
two co-directors: Hugh J. Vallery,
academic director, and Roderick G.
Robbie, technical director. Vallerv,
a 25-year veteran of the Toront
Board of Education, was formerly a
secondary school principal, and is
now Superintendent of Academic
Studies for Metro. Robbie was a
partner in the architectural and
planning firm of Robbie, Vaughan &
Williams, and is now president of
Environment Systems International,
with offices in Toronto and several
U.S. cities.

Under these two directors, the staff
grew to 25, but the work force has
now diminished to 6. The Study is
now headed by Dr. John S. Murray,
academic director and Peter D. J.
Tirion, technical director.

Rod Robbie is quick to attribute
success of the protect to "A multi-
tude of men who sweated millions
of hours planning, researching, and
developing the educational and
technical specifications and the ac-
tual components to meet them."



The SEF staff called in consultants
in nine technical areas, but in addi-
tion,it had to work to achieve the co-
operation of lawyers, Cosigners, city
building officials, labor officials,
manufacturers, fire departments,
educators, and politicians. SEF also
benefiten from an advisory commit-
tee that followed progress keenly
and critically.

The SEF program aimed first at as-
sessing the educational process
front kindergarten through high
school and determining the quantify
and quality of required space and
the required flexibility in dividing,
servicing, and equipping it. These
educaf anal needs were then trans-
feed into technical performance
criteria.

Technical goals are fourfold:

To promote flexibility in int::: ior
space division through modular de-
sign.

To promote building subsystem
and component development of im-
proved quality at reduced cost.

To investigate mixed-use devel-
opment, 1.e, integrating schools with
apartment or offices, etc.

To analyze the problems of
short-term accommodation and de-
velop a relocatable building system.

Before starting this educational
study, the SEF staff knew that plenty
was wrong with the old school de-
sign standards. They were burdened
with wasteful rules and formulas
carried through the yews like rocks

in a glacier. The formula allowing
10 sq it of auditorium space for each
high school student produced rea-
sonable results for a school o; 1,000
enrollment. But for a 2,200-pupil
high school built during the 1960's,
it yielded a half-acre of expensive
enclosed space lised only a few
hours each week.

Educators would prefer to use this
largely wasted money for a host of
more essential thingsfor ai rcondi-
Coning for year-round use, for ex-
panded shop or library space, for
music rooms, for added science fa-
7.ilities, or simply for more general
learning areas.

The old specifications were also un-
satisfactory for elementary schools.
Libraries, for example, had tradi-
tionally been omitted from Toronto's
elementary schools. Yet, according
to Metro Education Director
J. McCordFc, libraries are needed by
younger children as a training
ground for intellectual discovery.
Toronto's new elementary schools
now provide 5 or 6 sq ft of library
space per pupil.

The expense of building frozen
space, via the traditional building
process, is illustrated by a Metro
Toronto high school built in 1961 at
a cost of ;4.5 million. Within four
years of its completion, this building
required a $2-million alteration pro-
gram, to adapt it to a changed aca-
demic use. Not or;ly did this altera-
tion cost roughly 40°,0 of the original
construction cost: it also removed
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much of the building from use for
six or seven months.

To stimulate industry interest in its
program, SEF canvassed 270 menu-
!' .turers and contractors in early
1967; staff members held 120 meet-
ings with building industry repre-
sentatives. The goals were stated
modestly. Industry was not asked for
ra.dical innov; 'ons in responding to
the first SEF building system: it was
asked to organize existing skills,
technology, and capital resources
for modern, efficient production.

The academic study was pursued
with equal vigor. Hugh Valfery and
Rod Robbie visited schools through-
out Canada and the U.S. in 1967 to
investigate at first hand the contin-
ent's most innovative schools and
educational systems. Research
groups, seeking a broad range of
information fcr establishing user re-
quirements, concurrently searched
through a mound of educational and
architectural periodicals. The pro-
gram administrators appointed 30
educational committees involving
300 people.

Because of this research, user re-
quirements received more Intense
analysis in the SEF program than lit
any other systems-building pro-
gram. Three separate academic re
ports (for elementary, Intermediate,
and secondary levels) assess the
impact of urbanization, mr.ss media,
arts changing athlcal standards on
child end adolescent psychology.
Alter this general discussion, each
report narrows its focus onto edu-
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cational needs, analyzing Toronto's
current cost-ceiling formula and
recommending changes.'

In its third and longest section, each
report presents detailed discussion
of the different kinds of .pacegen-
eral science laboratory areas, visual
arts, audio - visual service areas,
general learning areas, etc.plus
tabulated environmental criteria for
each. These tables contain aircon-
ditioning, visual, and acoustical cri-
teria, plus required electrical and
mechanical services. They form the
bases for the technical perform-
ance criteria that guided manufac-
turers' research and development.

Setting Performance Criteria

The SEF program bid 10 basic sub-
systems representing mnre than
75°A of the total construction cost
for the 23 buildings. Four of the sub-
systems, like SCSD, are aimed at
eliminating the inefficient ceiling
clutter of most conventional proj-
ects. These are structure, aircondi-
tioning (or atmosphere), lighting-
ceiling, and partitions. To these,
SEF has added other major subsys-
tems: vertical skin (exterior walls),
electric-electronic, roofing, plumb-
ing, and another subsystem com-
prising carpets, gymnasium floor-
ing, and hardware. Another SEF
subsystem comprises casework,
locker, and other furniture.

'These reports are available for $10 per copy
from Ryerson Press, 299 Queen Street West,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada: E.1 Educati)nal Spec
ifications and User Requirement' for Eimer'.
Lary (K-8) Schools. E 2 tntermediale Schools. E 3
Sec )nclary Schoore.
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In dividing the building system into
subsystems, the SEF technical staff
stressed function, not material, as
the unifying criterion. A conven-
tional construction project may have
as many as five subcontractors on a
curtain-wall subsystem: a precast
concrete fabricator, a metal window
frame manufacturer, a glazier, a
sealant supplier, and an erection
subcontractor. if the wall leaks, the
stage is set for several rounds of
buck-passing. Is the architect to
blame for poor design? Is the pre-
cast concrete fabricator at fault for
not meeting dimensional toler-
ances? Did the sealant supplier fur
nish defective material? Did the
erect( r damage the assembled wall
units in hoisting them into place?

Under the systems-building con-
cept, such questions become mat-
ters of purely technical, as opposed
to legal, interest. The subsystem
contractor bears full responsibility
for his product's design, fabrication,
and installation. Low bidder for thl
SEF vertical skin was a consortium
comprising four precast fabricators,
plus Pittsburgh Nate Glass, for alu-
minum trim and glass. If these walls
leak, the Metropolitan Toronto
School Board will know whom to
blame. The subsystems contractor,
Beer-Precast-Precon Murray, Ltd.,
bears full responsibility for its prod-
uct's performance.

Like SCSD, SEF established 5 ft as
the basic horizontal module (i.e., the
basic dimensional planning unit that
is multiplied by integers for area
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dimensions). As a well-established
module for office construction, the
5-ft dimersion readily accommo-
dates tie standard 4-ft length of a
fluorescent tube, which fits nicely
Into a 5-ft ceiling coffer. The 5-ft
modsale Is also the largest grid that
will meet the space requirements of
the SEF academic research study,
and so will reduce joints to a mini-
mum. It is approved by most manu-
facturers, most partitions align with
it, and the 5-ft ceiling grid is tran-
quil to the eye.

For evaluating performance, the
SEF staff set three basic param-
eters: function, cost, aesthetics,
with varying emphasis from subsys-
tem to subsystem. As further con-
straints, subsystems must be
"simple, rugged, jointless in ap-
pearance and free from any specific
architectural style." To assure that
the cost does not exceed conven-
tional cost, the Metro School
Board's limit of $20.85 per sq ft was
established as the SEF program's
maximum acceptable cost.

SEF sought significant technical im-
provement over the SCSD schools
in several respectsnotably, the
electric-electronic subsystem. In a
conventional building, the proliferat-
ing electrical services are uncoordi-
nated. The fare alarm, clock, inter-
communication, telephone, AM-FM
special broadcast receivers all have
their own separate circuits; they
form a multitude of separate, little
subsystems. Access to outlets for
closed circuit television, computer
terminals, overhead projectors, or

slide projectors, and other auuio-
visual equipment remains inconven-
ient and largely unplanned. Why not
unify these many electrical-elec-
i.ronic components into one subsys-
tem planned for easy, convenient
access, change, or addition? SCSD
relied upon partitions to carry elec-
trical distribution down from the
ceiling to the user, but open plans
have bean eliminating more and
more partitions.

SEF's answer constitutes an elec-
trical revolution, according to Jona-
than King. Its coordinated, plug-in
distribution network and its pogo-
sticks bring electrical energy to the
user regardless of the presence or
absence of partitions."

The key to SEF's solution was a pro-
vision In the performance criteria
banning the use of subfloor conduit
and limiting the solution to the ceil-
ing space. Receptacles both for
power (to run TV receivers, projec-
tors, even vacuum cleaners) and for
communication (for public address,
intercom, telephone, etc.) had to be
fixed rigidly to the lighting-ceiling.

Conventional subtloor electrical ser-
vices are unsatisfactory for several
reasons, They are reiativelyinacces-
slble, requIrinl tedious work in
breaking through a concrete floor
topping, To move one electric out-
let requires three services: electric-
ian, mason, and carpel patcher,
Moreover, the repair of the broken
floor Is seldom subject to pro;es-
slonal supervision, Instead of patch-
ing the access hole with concrete,

the repair crew may use plywood.
After some years of this treatment,
the hidden floor topping may re-
semble a slice of Swiss cheese, with
seriously impaired fire resistance.
Basicalv, the problem is a lot of
work an a variety of building crafts-
men to make even the simplest
alteration.

SEF's airconditioning problem was
tougher than SCSD's mainly be-
cause of the severe Canadian cli-
mate, with its continental extremes.
In the mild California climate hu-
midification is not required, since
temperatures rarely drop below 50F.
But in Toronto, where winter tem-
peratures occasionally fall below
zero, humidification is needed to
prevent sinus and throat irritation in
dry interiors. At OF outside tempera-
ture, unhuinidified interiors heated
to 701 have relative humidities
around 4%. SEF's performance cri-
teria require seven times that
amount, or 30% relative humidity.
(In summer, when dehumidification
is required, the airconditioning must
reduce relative humidity to 50% at
90F outside temperature.)

Cooling is required in the Toronto
schools for two basic reasons, ac-
cording to SEF's Technical Re-
searcher, John Rankin. In the al-
temd learning space of open
sch,lols, with their large interior
arear, the heat loads generated by
lighting and busy occupanis are less
readily dissipated than in a naturally
ventilated two-classroom-wide egg-
crate school. As a result, artificial
tooting is required when outside
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temperatures rise above 55F. More-
over, the prospective year-round
use of tha scl. ool plant, anticipated
long before the 40-year expected
lives of the SEF buildings are ever,
would make cooling necessary for
the hot Toronto srnmers.

"Year-round use of schocls will
come," Rankin predicts. "The three-
month summer vacation is a vestige
of a vanished agrarian economy,
which required chlitlien to help with
the crops. A 12 -month school year
Is better attuned to an urban society.
The more efficient use of our capital
plant and equipment would pay the
additional cost of cooling about five
times over. For the roughly 6% ad-
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dit:onal cost for cooling, you get
33% greater use of your whole capi-
tal Investment."

The flexibility required for SEF air-
conditioning calls for a mechanical
service module serving a minimum
4,000 sq ft, with each module di-
vided Into 10 control zones. These
control zones must, In turn, be di-
visible Into subzones of 150 sq ft
(the size of a small office) each ca-
pable of Individual thermostatic
control.

These requirements are, of course,
superimposed on the more normal
airconditioning requirements for air
changes, volume, and movement,



plus air filtration efficiency. And for
this unique airconditioning subsys-
tem SEF set a target price of $3.14
per sq ft, 10% less than the average
cost of the Toronto schools' con-
ventional subsystems, most of which
lack cooling and also omit humidi-
fication.

Since first-cost economy for a
cheap, short-lived airconditioning
subsystem ultimately proves expen-
sive, SEF required each aircondi-
tioning bidder to submit calcula-
tions for a hypothetical school de-
signed for 7,000 decree -days of
heating and 1,000 lull-load hou,3 of
cooling for one year's operation for
a 20-year life at 6% Interest (8.7%
annual owning cost). In addition,
each bidder was required to specify
and bid for a maintenance program
to insure full performance of his
equipment. This provided SEF with
an evaluation of the real cost of
maintaining the equipment over a
5-year period with extensions to a
15-year term.

In return for such arduous chores,
SEF offered the manufacturers a
guaranteed mass market, 20 times
bigger than a single school, with a
minimum of 1 million sq ft.

The Big °LandonOpen or Closed?

In deciding to go for an open instead
of a closed building system, Hobble
and the SEF staff gambled with
higher stakes for a bigger victory.
In an "open" system, the subsys-
tems are interchangeable, In a
"closed" system, they are compatl-

ble only with the other subsystems
constituting that particular closed
system. As a minimum requirement
for the open SEF building system,
each bidder had to demonstrate his
subsystem's compatibility with at
least two manufacturers at each in-
terface with other subsystems. By
the laws of probability, this require-
ment assures virtually universal
compatibility among all proposed
subsystems.

For each vertical skin (exterior wall)
bidder, this open-system require-
ment meant compatibility with at
least 18 other bidders, 2 at each of
the vertical skin's "mandatory inter-
face" with 9 other subsystems. (One
mandatory interface occurs, for ex-
ample, where the airconditioning
baseboard heating elements abut
the wails.)

For the partition and structural
bidders , .e job was only slightly
easier, they required compatibility
with 8 subsystems, it 18 other
bidders. Al rconditioning, electrical-
electronic, and lighting ceiling h
6 or 7 mandatory Interfaces.

Despite the obvious disadvantagt_
of assuring such promiscuous com-
patibility, the SEF staff believed that
the competitive benefits outweighed
the liabilities.

With a closed system, you can
easily get locked in with a weak sub-
system or two as part of an other-
wise good building system," says
Peter Tlrion, 'Suppose the alrcondi-
tioning subsystem in a closed build-

teP-

ing system costs 20% more than an-
other manufacturer's. With a closed
system you're stuck with the high-
cost aircondir ping manufacturer.
In an open system, you can take the
low bidder."

"The manufacturers of each subsys-
tem in a winning closed system are
largely insulated from competition,
and the total price must almost nec-
essarily be higher than the price for
an open system."

The open system represents a more
sophisticated stage of a free-enter-
prise economy, according to Tirion.

"Up until 1915 or so, phonograph
records would play only on one
manufacturer's record player. This
may have given some manufac-
turers a temporary advantage, but it
was obviously bad for the consumer.
Ultimately, the 'open system' came
to the record world, and everybody
profited. Consumers gained greater
freedom; manufacturers got bigger
total markets An open system en-
courages competition and stimu-

0.r inno-ation "

's argument gets support from
athan King; "The open gem

not only stimulates more cc,..lpeti-
lion initially; it provides for cyclical
renewal of competition Not ooe of
the successful subsystems' manu-
facturers for SEF's first building sys-
tem can rest assured that he will
win an award in the next SEF build-
ing system, which may be bid within
the next few years. There are plenty
of hungry challengers willing, arid
possibly able, to compete on corn-
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parable terms when the next round
of bids goes out."

Not everyone is entranced with open
systems, particularly vendors of
closed systems. F rchitect Frank
Nicol of Macfran, W., a product de-
velopment firm, says SEF should
have offered a closed system ap-
proach as an alternate to its open
system. He believes that a well-de-
signed closed system can, under
Ideal conditions, produce more effi-
cient integration of subsystems.

But sad experience has uncovered
a flaw in closed systems. If, for any
reason, one subsystem contractor
in a dosed building system with-
draws from a construction program,
fhe entire program may be seriously
threatened, since there is no readily
available substitute contractor. On
some projects built under the closed
SCSD building system, the struc-
ture-lighting-ceiling contractor
caused delays that raised costs and
slowed progress. Under a similar
emergency, SEF should have no dif-
ficulty in finding a substitute con-
tractor; the open-system bidding
made several other manufacturers'
structural subsystems compatible
with the subsystems In the winning
building system.

The Bidding Stage

Rigorous enforcement of its bidder
prequalification criteria was the key
to SEF's success, according to Rod
Robbie, SEF's first technical direc-
tor. Manufacturers and other pro-
spective bidders had to present
proof of their financial capacity and

their manufacturing and installation
expertise to carry at least 250,000
sq ft of construction per month, the
construction tempo expected now
that the SEF program is rolling. A
total of 60 bidders applied for pre-
qualification; before bids were due,
the total had dwindled to 36.

By maintaining specified standards
for bidders' preglialification, we es-
tablished SEF's credibility with in-
dustry," says Robbie. "We let the
bidders know that they would have
to compete on fair terms and that
we meant what we said in our per-
formance criteria. We scrupulously
disqualified late bidders. This policy
encouraged the midgets to compete
with the giants; we played no favor-
ites. SEF established th, kind of vig-
orous competitive climate needed to
stimulate innovation."

Proposals from the 36 bidders for
the 10 subsystems produced over
1 million possible building systems.
(Each of 4 vertical skin manufac-
turers had to demonstrate compati-
bility with at least 2' = 512 building
systems.) Analyzing this data was a
Job for the computer, which was
programmed to identify only those
building systems which claimed to
meet all SEF performance and eco-
nomic criteria. More than 13,000
building systems (semifinalists) sat-
isfied these criteria.

In a further refinemeht that was
needed to cut the problem down to
manageable size, the SEF staff pro-
grammed the computer to identify
the 30 least costly building systems



meeting the mandatory interface
and performance criteria. These 30
finalists were intensively investi-
gated and evaluated, in accordance
with the aesthetic and functional
criteria mentioned earlier.

With the low bidders tentatively
identified (pending results of the
testing program), the victorious
bidders began work on user cata-
logs, which contain detailed tech-
nical information, drawings, and
quoted unit prices for all compo-
nents in their subsystems. A roughly
four-month interval, following the
tentative bid award in January, 1969,
was allowed for catalog preparation
and testing.

Testing was conducted in a small
(13,000 sq ft), Iwo-story addition to
Toronto's Eastview School. Alr dif-
fusers, lighting-ceiling components,
partitions, and other refocatable
subsystems were moved 10 limes.
To pass the test, each subsystem
was limited to a 10% drop in per-
formancean average of 1% loss
per relocation.

The test building also served to
demonstrate compatibility of the
various subsystems whether, for
example, the partitions could be
readily connected to the ceiling as-
sembly, or whether the ceiling as-
sembly could be connected to the
curtain walls, as the manufacturers
had claimed. All 10 tentative winners
passed the lest acid received final
bid awards. .

In the final stages of design and
construction, architects and engi-

neers use the various subsystems
manufacturers' catalogs to design
individual schools, and the Metro-
politan Toronto School Board lets
contracts for the minor amount of
nonsystems work such as site work
and foundations. For each project,
a local board (representing one of
the six local governments combined
into Toronto Metro) hires a con-
truction manager on a fee basis, like
the professional designers. In con-
trast with the normal general-con-
tractor role on a conventional con-
struction project, the construction
manager on an SEF project does
none of the actual construction
work, and he has no financial deal-
ings with subcontractors. His sole
function is to manage construction,
a professionalized part of the gen-
eral contractors more variegated
rola. The construction manager's
restricted specialized function n
moves some intrinsic conflicts cf
interest that exist in the genen
contractor's role. The notorious
"bid- shopping" practice, in which
general contractors first submit bids
for subcontracted items and then
"stoop" for the cheapest rather than
the highest quail/ subcontract they
can negotiate, is eradicated under
the SEF arrangement.

A unique escalator clause updates
the unit prices originally submitted
by the subsyste,n manufacturers n
January, 1960. Prices ate Ned
basic labor-material indexes pre-
pared for each specific subsystem
e.g., steel ',rectors' wages for the
structural steel. This represents a



SUB-SYSTEMS

GROSS COST
PER SO FT
cc.
1967
Ave'age Target

Bid
ResuMs

Structure $ 2.30 $ 2.07 $ 2.27

Atmosphere 3.14 2.83 2.92

Lighting/Ceiling 1.42 1.28 1,67

lnterinr Space Div. 2.39 2.15 2.09

Vertical Skin 2.11 1.90 1.83

Plumbing 1.37 1.24 .98

Eleel is /Electronic .75 .68 1.15

C.,:sewo-k and
Furniture .67 .79 .87

Roofing .87 .79 .72

Finishes .88 .80 .61

Non - Systems 544 4.75 4.27

Total $21.54 $19.28 $19.28

Summary of grioa ast per sq h For 3
elementary schools and one Intermediate
school.
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refinement over the cruder escala-
tion clause in the SCSD contra:ts.
That contract specified use of the
Engineering News-Record cost in-
dex, which is tied to over-all average
labor rate increases and a combina-
tion of basic construction materials.
The ENR index is oenerally unsuited
to lighting-ceiling, electric-elec-
tronic, and other technically sophis-
ticated subsystems.

Subsystems Solutions

With bids totaling $19.38 per sq if,
les than 1% over its target price,
SEF achieved its twin goals of im-
proved building quality at reduced
cost.

Though it failed to meet the target
price of $0.68 per sq ft, the electric-
electronic subsystem offers the most
dramatic improvement over its con-
ventional counterpart. In fact, the
$1.15-per-sq-ft cost of this subsys-
tem Is more than 50% higher than
the average cost of conventional
electrical work. But the added flexi-
bility, convenience, and reduced
maintenance and alteration costs or
the subsystem produced by Indus-
trial Electrical Contractors, Ltd.
(IEC) more than offset its relttively
high first cost.

The IEC electric-electronic subsys-
tem offers unprecedented freedom
in relocating, adding, or removing
electrical outlets. Key to the sub-
system Is a 4-ft-long distribution box
that consolidates ell Interior electri-
cal services-347-voit lighting, 24-
volt light switching, tea-volt utility

gtx-

power, and low-voltage communica-
tion circuits-for PA, intercom,
clocks, and fire alarms. Located in
the ceiling space at grid Intersec-
tions 60 ft apart, the distribution
boxes serve surrounding areas
within a 42-ft radius -the maximum
distance of any point from the 60-ft
grid intersections.

Specially designed extension cords
(cordsets) carry these electrical cir-
cu:t4 through the ceiling to desired
outlet points. These cordsets are
protected with thick vinyl jackets re-
quired by fire regulations. They are
equipped with unique pin-plug con-
figurations, so they cannot be acci-
dentally misconnected to conven-
tional extension cords. A snap-in
locking device assures the integrity
of the connection.

IEC has several techniques for
shielding the subceiling extensions
of the cordsets. Cord extensfonswill
fit inside demountable partitions.
Where outlets occur on the inside
face of exterior walls, or on perma- 1

nent masonry partitions, special
floor-to-ceiling channels are
mounted on those surfaces. Made
of lightgage steel, these channels
measure 2 x 11 in. in plan cross sec-
tion. They are equipped to mount
clocks, manual tire alarms, Intercom
speakers, amplifiers, and light
switches.

For the .nore difficult problem of
bringing electrical service down into
a large open space, IEC designed
an Ingenious lightgage steel floor-
to-ceiling "service column," which



serves the same function as the
wall-mounted channels. The largest
of these service columns is roughly
4 x 11 in. in plan cross section. In a
library, for example, an architect
might cluster a grout) of carrets,
equipped with every11...ig from read-
ing lamps to computer terminals to
television plugged into the nearby
service column.

The service column offers almost
unlimited flexibility. It can ba located
at any intersection in the 5 x 5-ft
ceiling grid. It is easily assembled,
connected, or dismantled. The win-
ning airconditioning subsystem,
submitted by Canada Electric Co.,
Ltd., and International Telephone &
Telegraph (Canada), Ltd., features
rooftop, multizone packaged units
made by ITT's Nesbitt subsidiary. At
a bid price of $2.92 per sq ft, the
Nesbitt airconditioning subsystem
barely missed the target price of
$2.80 per sq ft and decisively beat
the cost of inferior conventional
subsystems, whose higher average
cost of $3.14 usually omitted cooling

The Nesbitt eward scored another
impressive systems-building victory
for zoned, factory-packaged air-
conditioning over central aircondi-
honing subsystems. The massive
chillers, tan assemblies, and large
cooling towers required for largo
central subsystems are fading com-
petitively as field labor costs con

nue skyrocketing. The rooftop Nes-
bitt packaged units barely beat a
similar multizone subsystem. But it
easily beat three types of central

airconditioning, ranging from $3.63
to $3.86 per sq ft. The Nesbitt air-
condition .g even demonstrated
lower maintenance costs than cen-
tral subsystems, which are generally
conceded to be more durable.

Basically, the Nesbitt aircondition-
ing is an "all-air" subsystem (i.e., no
piped water) supplemented with
electric baseboard heating elements
or wall-mounted convectors. The
high operating cost of electric heat-
ing is reduced byuse of heated liquid
refrigerant, used to cool interior
space in moderate weather, to heat
the air circulated to peripheral
spaces. The main electric heating
elements work only in the coldest
weather. Outdoor air , used for
cooling at outdoor temperatures be-
low 55F.

Air distribution illustrates the open-
syst ncompatibilityrequired by the
SEF performance criteria. The Nes-
bitt subsystem could work either
with special rectangular diffusers
furnished by the airconditioning
contractor or with linear diffusers
built into the lighting-ceiling subsys-
tem.

As the bids turned out, the linear air
diffusers were used. Flexible alumi-
num duct segments connect 12 -in.-
diameter rigid fiberglass supply
mains to the .netal ceiling coffers.
Return air travels through the ceil-
ing plenum to the main vertical air
shaft, 5 x 10 ft in plan. This shaft
also contains 10 supply ducts plus
control wiring.
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Flexibility is achieved as follows:
Each packaged airconditioning unit,
located in a rooftop penthouse,
serves 4,000 to 8,000 sq ft. For each
"mechanical module," there are 10
basically controlled zones serving,
say, 800 sq ft. Primary control for
each of these zones is achieved by
varying the proportions of hot and
cold air through damper adjust-
ments in the vari . zones' mixing
boxes. To achieve individual tem-
perature control in small 150- to
200-sq-ft spaces within each zone,
open-wire eler:tric heating elements
are pm can be) added to all but the
warmest cpace within each zone.
The heating elements respond to
thermostatic demand for warmer air,
warming the local air above ba-
sic temperature In the supply main.

An electronic Master Logic Panel
monitors and coordinates heating
and cooling demands from all air -
conditioned spaces for maximum
operating economy. Mechanical re-
frigeration turns on only when a
zone control sensor detects a need
for more cooling than the outside
air can supply. In a similar manner,
mechanical refrigeration turns off
whenever outside air temperature
drops below 55F.

Sound isolation is aided by lining
ducts with 1-in.-thick fiberglass in-
sulation. The refrigeration compres-
sor is mounted on springs to damp
its vibrations and prevent transmis-
sion of vibration (and consequent
noise Irritation) through the build-
ing. Even the refrigerant lines are
isolated from the compressor with

ell

flexible, braided couplings. Other
equipment iQ similarly isolated from
the structure: Mini ")lower motors,
fan shaft assemblies, condenser and
exhaust fans. Acoustical insulation
is applied to the underside of the
refrigerant deck panel.

Casework, made of brightly colored,
self-skinning rigid polyurethane
foam, is another innovative SEF sub-
system. The 400 parts furnished by
manufacturer Cameron-Mclndoo,
Ltd , can be assembled into an al-
most Infinite number of combina-
tions. This versatility enhances their
utility and reduces waste. Tote boxes
become drawers fitted into case-
men1:3. A flat panel serves either as
a teacher's desk top or as a vertical
divider. Desks have legs that chil-
dren can adjust for height. Shelves
are fitted and locked In place by
spring loaded dowels. A special de-
vice converts a standard horizontal
table into a tiltEd drafting table.

In addition to its primary storage
and related functions, the casework
serves as visual insulation. For small
children in an open school, visual
Insulation may be more important
than acoustical insulation, accord-
ing to Peter Tirion. Semi- partitions
inade of 6-ft-high casework can form
a suitable visual barrier to hide dis-
tracting movement from small, rov-
ing eyes. With its bright, warm colors,
the casework also enlivens the SEF
Interiors.

SEF's Significance

Beyond Its local goals of obtaining
better value for money and enhanc-



ing the environmental quality of
Toronto's schools, the SEF program
hod a more ambitious long-term
goat, stated by ex-technical director
Rod Robbie:

"SEF wants to build up a ir.rge pool
of systems-building suppliers for fu-
ture projects in Canada and the U.S.
II we can help find markets for prod-
ucis of the unsuccessful bidders, we
will take a big step toward creating
a truly open system. Each of the al-
most limitless combinations of com-
patible budding subsystems would
form a building system with its own
unique cost and performance char-
acteristics."

The first SEF building system gen-
erated strong architectural contro-
versy about the stark exterior pre-
cast concrete walls. These walls are
Included in the SEF system, but In
the SCSO program exterior walls
were left to the discretion of the
Individual school's architect. Both
these approaches raise criticism.
SEF for forcing an architectural ver-
nacular upon the public, and SCSD
for permitting dnslgners to clad
structures with ill - fitting, custom-
made garments.

In Toronto, SEF staff members agree
that the walis are stark, but defend
them as satisfying the best combi-
nation of cost, function, and aes-
thetics. Later schools were built with
exposed aggregate panels that con-
trast with smooth spandrel beams
to relieve the monotony of plain
concrete.
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Although SEF is not an unqualified
architectural success, its value as a
model of the system-building proc-
ess scores high. No previous pro-
gram has so thoroughly and so ben-
eficientty changed the roles of the
building team members. The major
change is the expanded role of the
manufacturer. His previously un-
tapped potential was more fully ex-
ploited in the SEF program than
ever before.

One example is the manufacturers
role in accommodating framing de-
flection above a partition tied to the
structure. Formerly this was a prob-
lem for the architect-engineer who
had to design a detail for it. kinder
SEF it was a manufacturer's prob-
lem, a "mandatory Interface" c"
which the structural manufacturer
and the partition manufacturer had
to work cooperatively to prevent
buckling of a partition under a trans-
fer of loading.

Such problems logically belong to
manufacturers because they have
the expertise and the production ex-
perience to solve them. Contractors
and manufacturers have perennially
criticized architects for designing
impractical details that are difficult
either to produce or to install or
perhaps both.

In the SEF program the manufac-
turer was given full scope for his ex-
panded role. He was not restrained
by the inhibiting specifications of
the conventional construction proj-
ect. He was required to consult and
cooperatewith other manufacturers.
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Alternate rows of wall panels contract
smooth concrete with exposed aggregate.
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He even had to concern himself with
aesthetics.

The most basic gain offered by sys-
terns building is, of course, produc-
tion efficiency. The expanded SEF
market created an entirely different
competitive climate for Westeel-
Rosco, Ltd., the winning partition
contractor. At $3.5 million, the SEF
partition contract was one of the
largest contracts Westeel-Rosco
ever got, according to Hank L.
Levelt, manager of the company's

;' Systems Division.

"The large SEF market enabled us
to invest about $150,000. in R and
D," says Levelt. "That's more than

2 the total partition contract on one
isolated school. We built an auto-
mated production plant, designed
especially to turn out SEF partitions.
Computerized production control
cut about 15% from our normal
low-volume custom-fabricating
methods."
Because of the predictable quanti-
ties of solid panels, doors, etc., the
Westeel-Rosco plant can produce a
large supply of partition panels long
before the remaining SEF schools
are under construction. By stocking
these panels, the company smooths
the demand,curve and averts drown-
ing in the flood of orders when the
SEF construction program gains full
momentum.

On conventionally built schools, with
no guaranteed mass market and all
22 schools going out for separate
bids, there would have been no re-
search and development, no corn-

puterized, automated production
plant, and no innovation.

Though the manufacturer takes over
some of the architect's traditional
functions in a systems-building proj-
ect, the architect's role nonetheless
remains crucial. On Toronto's SEF
schools, architects can devote full
attention to the creation of a stimu-
lating educational environment.
They can forget about window
caulking, roof flashing, and other ir-
ritating details that have tradition-
ally deflected them from larger con-
cerns. Under the systems-building
concept, responsibility for that
phase of the work goes to the ex-
perts who understand it,the product
manufacturers.

The architect's role retains most of
its former importance despite its
change, but the general contractor
plays a truly different role on a sys-
tems-built project. On an SEF
school, the general contractor is no
longer a broker selecting subcon-
tractors and taking bids. His role
changes to that of a construction
manager, a professional charged
with scheduling and coordinating
the work of the subsystems contrac-
tors. The general contractors .who
rose from the carpenters' ranks and
remain dedicated to the old ways
will be out of place on a systems-
built project, except perhaps as
foundation contractors.

As demonstrated by the Metropoli-
tan Toronto School Board, an active
owner role is vital to successful sys-
tems building. Owners who want

good buildings cannot afford to rely
passively on professional and in-
dustrial experts. They must play an
active role, as the Metro school
board did in creating an atmosphere
conducive for labor and business *o
negotiate contentious issues long
before construction started.

After protracted negotiations Rod
Robbie persuaded the Canadian
Standards Association to become
the testing consultants for SEF to
inspect and certify fabrication and
installation of subsystems. This
practice could be the precursor of
national systems' certification, ex-
tending the principle of Under-
writers' Laboratories or Factory
Mutual's fire-resistance labeling into
the general field of building prod-
ucts. If similar agencies in the U.S.
assume this role, and if the CSA ex-
pands into other systems-building
programs, the stimulus toward so-
phisticated testing and performance
criteria will propel the building in-
dustry into a new era of technologi-
cal progress with economy and
quality for all.
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The closedclosed building system devel-
oped for the Montreal Catholic
School Commission (MCSC) had to
satisfy severe user requirements.
This is because the MCSC, the larger
of Montreal's two separate public
school systems, is following a rec-
omrandation of the Parent Report
on education in the Province of
Quebec to build comprehensive (in
French, polyvalent) schools in place
of separate academic and voca-
tional secondary schools. A corn-
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prehensive school's greater range
of spatial uses naturally impofes
more rigorous user requirements
than a more specialized school,
either vocational or academic.

The Research In School Facilities
(Recherches en Amenagement
Scot/tiresRAS) is part of a larger
study of education undertaken for
the MCSC by the Montreal research
firm, Institut de Recherches et de
NormalisatIons Economlques el

Scientifiques (IRNES). EFL is con-
tributing one-third of the $1 million
cost of the RAS study, and MCSC
the other two-thirds. like Toronto's
SEF program, RAS is seeking con-
struction economy, long-term main-
tenance economy, quality, flexibil-
ity, and speed.

Technically, RAS is significant as
the first North American school sys-
tems-building program with a con-
crete structural frame. One reason
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for this is that concrete has a nat-
ural advantage over structural steel
in a jurisdiction governed by ultra-
conservative fire-resistance provi-
sions. Second, the successful con-
crete bidder, Francon, Ltd., over-
came a long-standing problem of
how to integrate the structural sub-
system with the airconditioning sub-
system.

Montreal's approach to systems
.9 originally included eight

subsystems, but these were cut to
five. Several factors contributed to
the elimination of three subsystems.
iRNES lacked the time required to
thoroughly investigate performance
criteria for all originally planned
subsystems and could not give
manufacturers sufficient time to de-
velop them. IRNES thus eliminated
exterior walls, roofing, and plumb-
ing. Another reason for eliminating
the exterior wall was to leave the
facades for each school to the ar-
chitect's individual expression.

Once this decision was made, the
elimination of roofing as a subsys-
tem was mandatory, because flash-
ing details at rout-wall intersections
would vary with Individual projects,
and this variation would ruin any
possibility of a standardized sys-
tems solution. Failure to placate
labor opposition to prefabrication
helped to kill the proposed plumb-
ing subsystem.

The remaining five subsystems com-
prised the four basic ceiling-sand-
wich subsystems structure, light-
ing-ceiling, airconditiorilng, and

partitionsplus electric-electronic.
Early in 1970, a test structure was
erected to try out the major subsys-
tems and test their interface com-
patibility. For its final five subsys-
tems, RAS anticipates a 13% reduc-
tion from conventional construction
cost estimates.

What made RAS an essentially
dosed system, as opposed to the
open SEF building system, was
simply one difference in bidding re-
quirements. In the SEF program,
each manufacturer had to make his
subsystem compatible with Iwo
manufacturers' subsystems at each
mandatory interface, whereas the
RAS performance criteria required
compatibility with only one manu-
facturer at each interface.

The RAS manufacturers thus bid as
closed-system teams; the total price
of five subsystems competed against
similar bid totals tendered by com-
petitive teams. In SEF's open bid-
ding, each bidder bid as an individ-
ual; the lowest bidder with a satis-
factory product in each subsystem
category won that contract.

Though the number of manufac-
turers bidding on each program was
comparable, the difference in total
building systems is startling. In To-
ronto, SEF identified 13,000 differ-
ent building systems claimed to be
compatible by the bidders; in Mon-
treal, IRNES identified only 11 such
systems. Of these 11 building sys-
tems, only 3 satisfied the budget
limitations set by the MCSC. In the
SEF program, which was governed



by the sai.ie conventional construc-
tion cost limit, 4,000 identified build-
ing systems qualified.

Efficient Integration

Defending the RAS closed-system
strategy, architect Michel Bezman,
IRNES technical director for th.e

RAS program until mid-1970, cites
better hardware as the chief advan-
tage of closed- system bidding.

"By requiring documented compati-
bility among our five subsystems
bidders, we think we got technically
better, more architecturally elegant
subsystem integration than SEF.
From each manufacturer, we de-
manded details showing precisely
how a subsystem was integrated
into at least ore complete building
system. SEF required only a state-
ment from the manufacturer that his
subsystem was integrated with
others."

In addition to better integration, we
think we got better prices," says
Bezman. "Because a manufacturer
was required to detail a practical
technique for integrating his subsys-
tem at each interface, he knew pre-
cisely what material and labor it
took to integrate his subsystem with
others--so many steel angles, field-
welded, or whatever. With this infor-
mation, he could bid an exact price.
In SEF, however, each manufac-
turer might have included a little
extra in his b:d, to allow for unfore-
seen contingencies."

As an example of the advantage of
required documentation of compati-

bility, Bezman recalls that a struc-
tural and ceiling manufacturer
claimed compatibility, but had
omitted required secondary bracing
members. The IRNES staff found
the omission, but Bezman doubts it
would have been discovered in SEF.

Moreover, after the tentative bid
award immediately before mock-up
testing, SEF was deeper in the dark
than RAS, says Bezman. IRNES
knew precisely what kind of connec-
tions, component supports, dif-
fusers, and other hardware elements
it was getting. In the mock-up test
building, the IRNES staff checked
tolerances, architectural appear-
ance, and unforeseeable bugs. SEF
had to test not only the foregoing
items, but also the manufacturers'
integrative concepts.

As the best example of RAS subsys-
tem integration, Bezman cites the
graceful transition between Lennox
Industries' airconditioning ducts
and the Electrolier Corporation's
lighting coffers. From a strategic
grid of fixed, rectangular steel ducts,
short vertical cylindrical fiberglass
sections feed air down into cruci-
form plenum boxes located at the
common corners of four light-ceil-
ing coffers. Any arm of this cruci-
form plenum box can be designed
for linear air diffusion, with the steel
light coffers forming the bottom half
of the diffuser duct segments. Linear
diffusers, with varied baffle patterns,
can deflect air in any direction
through the lighting coffer joints in
the ceiling plane. Where diffuser

AirCondi:ioning and lighting components
integrate gracefully in ceiling.
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Stirrup, second component from top,
holds ceiling coffer (bottom). Air ducts
(not shown) sit slop stirrup.

duct arms are omitted, the plenum
box is sealed with a hexagonal
cover, and the joint between light-
ing coffers can serve as an air return
to the ceiling plenum, which con-
veys air back to a mechanical room.

According to Bezman, Electrolier
could readily adapt this integrative
concept to accommodate another
manufacturer's airconditioning sub-
system.

As another example of superior sub-
system integration, the technique of

_J supporting lighting-ceiling coffers
and airconditioning ducts displays
the advantage of closed-system in-
tegration. Hanger bars, field-welded
to plates precast into the soffits of
the precast concrete floor training
members, support lightgage steel
stirrups shaped like ..n elongated
inverted U. The vertical legs of these
stirrups support the (typically) 5 x 5
ft lighting-ceiling coffer frames.
The horizontal legs of these stirrups
support metal airconditioning ducts,
rectangular in cross section. This
inpnnious double-duty stirrup re-
sulted from the close collaboration
of manufacturers concerned with
perfecting only one closed building
system, according to Bezman.
Opensystem bidding, he says,
would have hindered the stirrup's
development.

The RAS lighting-ceiling subsystem
is elegantly integrated also at the
ceiling plane. In a common 11/2-in.
open joint left between ceiling
frames (normally at the 5 x 5 ft grid
lines) you can insert an air diffuser,
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designed to throw air in different
directions; leave it oven as an air
return to the ceiling plenum; close
it with a U-shaped metal strip; or
anchor a partition with a teles,:opic
head detailed to accommodate the
worst structural deflection. As still
another (fifth) possibility, the RAS
building system's electrical-elec-
tronic service columns attach to the
ceiling in the same manner as the
partitions.

Integration of the precast structural
system with the airconditioning re-
quired another major adaptation.
Concrete beams are usually formed
with solid webs that force designers
to hang airconditior ing ducts below
them. in contrast, the lightweight
steel trusses generally used in
school building systems provide
easy access for ducts to penetrate
their abundant triangular web open-
ings. Designing concrete girders
with rectangular openings to accom-
modate ductwork requires special
design to resist shearing stresses.
It also requires some minor, but
nonetheless additional factory work
in forming the openings. The struc-
tural subsystem contractor pro-
duced girders with ample web open-
ings designed for easy piercing by
airconditioning ducts. These girders
are precast with two columns to
form a portal frame that looks like a
soccer goal post. The frames carry
precast double or single T sections
spanning up to 80 ft which form the
floors or roofs.

Structural concrete was favored by
the unusually severe Montreal fire





code, which requires much greater
fire resistance than the Toronto
code or most modern U.S. codes.
For four-story buildiogsthe height
limit for both SEF and RAS schools
the Montreal code requires a basic
3-hour rating, with 4 hours for such
key structural elements as columns
and bearing wal s. (To qualify for a
given fire rating, a building com-
ponent must withstand a test fire of
progressively rising temperature to
2000F or so.) Toronto requires only
a basic 1-hour fire rating, with 2
hours for columns.

To gain a given fire rating for con-
crete is relatively simple; you merely
use a more porous aggregate and/
or increase the concrete coverage
over reinforcing steel. Structural
steel, however, requires a fire-re-
sistive envelope or encasement to
avoid the sudden buckling collapses
characteristic of fire-weakened
steel.

In Montreal, merely to open the
competition to structural steel re-
quired lengthy negotiations with the
city's building code officials. Before
RAS, Montreal's ultra-conservative
code required direct encasement of
steel framing with concrete or other
fire-resistive material. IRNES con-
vinced the code officials to reduce
this requirem3nt to methods ap-
proved by Underwriters' Labora-
tories and Factory Mutual. These
agencies test and fire-rate floor-
ceiling assemblies as whole units,
consistent with actual conditions
experienced In a building.
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Even in its self-imposed perform-
ance criteria (i.e., requirements be-
yond the statutory requirements for
safe construction) the RAS program
is a little more severe than SEF. The
RAS partitions, for example, satisfy
the best acoustical performance cri-
teria yet required in a school-con-
struction program (STC40), yet at
21/4 in. thick, they are the thinnest
partitions made for systems-built
schools. (Compared with conven-
tional 4-in.-thick partitions, these
21/4-in.-thick partitions add 7 sq ft of
usable floor spacenearly 1% to a
30 x 25 ft interior classroom.) Manu-
factured by B. K. Johl, Inc., these
metal-faced partitions can be dis-
mantled for relocation or for re-
placement of only one face, like the
SCSD and SEF partitions.

The RAS electrical-electroilic sub-
system exemplifies sophisticated
systems building. Like SEF's, the

asic RAS electrical distribution is
in the ceiling space. But it eliminates
all horizontal wiring runs below the
ceiling (the runs that cause the
greatest difficulty in renovation
work). Thus, RAS went further than
previous developments in systema-
tizing this subsystem.

The electrical-electronic subsys.
tern's integration with the partitions
is especially ingenious. Vertical wir-
ing extensions from the ceiling can
be threaded through specially de-
signed metal door jambs, or through
tubular partition jointing sections,
to reach light switches. Elimination
of conduit runs inside partition

cross sections also permits use of
thin, space-conserving partitions,

Exploiting Evolution

Explaining why he believes the RAS
program produced better hardware
than SEF, Michel Bezman resorts to
an evolutionary view of systems
building. Like SCSD, RAS is part of
a second stage in systems-building's
evolution. Ultimately, architects will
fit to ?the( building subsystems and
components listed with perform-
ance characteristics in a general
systems catalog.

This third, and final stage of systems
building will offer widespread open
competition among building prod-
uct manufacturers selling products
cf general compatibility, with vary-
ing performance characteristics
suited to individual requirements,
tastes, and budgets. A general open
building systems' catalog would
contain, for example, a broad spec-
trum of lighting-ceiling subsystems.
Each would be compatible with a
wide range of modular structural
framing, airconditioning, partitions,
electrical-electronic, and other in-
terfacing subsystems. Weighing the
different factorsacoustical quality,
architectural appearance, durabil-
ity, interchangeability of panels,
lightirg intensity, quality, flexibility,
and pricean architect would select
the particular model he desired.

SEF, Bezman says, may have sacri-
ficed quality and possibly some
slight economy in attempting to leap
prematurely from the lirst to the
third stage of systems building.



The first stage of systems building
started in Europe after World War II.
Industrialized housing production
was the only way to rebuild the war-
ravaged countries. A continuing pro-
gram of government subsides gen-
erated the required housing volume
to justify mass production. Indus-
trialized construction of schools was
first used in Great Britain. It reached
a high level with the Consortium of
Local Authorities Schools Program
(CLASP). Although the CLASP build-
ing system offered little real flexi-
bility, it did standardize a set of
modular dimensions and offer some
competition among various m:...nu-
facturers furnishing standard build-
ing components.

The early building systems lacked
one of the two requisites of systems
building. The European industrial-
ized builders neither analyzed user
needs nor def,ned the functions of
the various subsystems. They set no
new performance criteria or manda-
tory interfacing requirements with
other subsystems. Until CLASP be-
gan offering some minor options,
European industrialized builders of-
fered no real user flexibility at all.
Floor and roof spans, partition loca-
tions, utilities, etc., were either to-
tally or virtually frozen. In his orig-
inal design, an architect had no
freedom; he was stuck with a stock
set of room sizes and arrangements.
His only design freedom entailed a
choice from severpl commercially
available exterior sell finishes.
Some French schools built with a
proprietary precast concrete "build-

ing system" froze the building into
the familiar eggcrate, with no possi-
bility of change.

Thus in the North American sense of
the term, these early buildings did
not qualify as true building systems,
according to Bezman. They merely
industrialized the traditional build-
ing processperfecting production
techniques for casting and curing
precast panels, creating sophisti-
cated jointing details, and solving
other technical problems. By greatly
reducing the uncertainties and ex-
pense of he'd labor, i.e., by maxi-
mizing factory production, they did
cut construction costs. But they of-
fered essentially the same tradi-
tional building product to users.

The RAS program illustrates this dif-
ference between the traditional and
thea systems approach in analyzing
user needs. In traditional school
programming, the architect is simply
told to provide so many classrooms,
with so many square feel, The RAS
program had to go much deeper in
analyzing the user needs for MCSC.
RAS buildings must accommodate
nongraded education with its added
demands on a schOol plant.

From the Montreal educators, the
RAS staff requested flow charts de-
picting the activities for teaching
each subject. From these flow
charts, they saw that, for example,
no single specialized geography
room could satisfy al the needs. A
school needs large spaces for mass
lectures to groups of 100 to 150 by a
university professor on taped TV
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film. It also needs smaller spaces,
possibly including traditional class-
rooms, for explanation and discus-
sion in groups of 12 to 30. Finally, to
complete the final assimilative stage
of the educational process, the
school needs different spaces, with
electrically-electronically equipped
carrels, for individual or team re-
search projects. Viewed afresh in
this right, school design becomes
the problem of creating a suitable
environment for a changing teach-
ing-learning process not merely
the provision of so many static
teaching spaces.

With the analysis of user needs, sub-
system functions, and performance
criteria, first achieved in California's
School Construction Systems Devel-
opment (SCSI)) program, systems
building moved into its second
stage. We are still in the second
stage, according to Bezman, and we
can't force the evolutionary process
without inevitable Itss in technical
quality Industry must have time to
analyze the complex interfacing
problemsstudying, for example, al-
ternatives in fabrication techniques
and field assembly. As a simple
illustration, the field-welding tech-
nique for connecting the RAS ceil-
ing stirrups to the structural sub-
system may be more economically
replaced by some kind of threaded
insert designed to accommodate
horizontal dimensional tolerances.
Perfecting these techniques takes
time.

The previously cited numbers-4,000
financially qualifying subsystems for

SEF vs. 3 for RASdepict the differ-
ences between SE F's open-system
approach vs. RAS's closed-system
approach. Inspired by the principle,
"Variety is the spice of competi-
tion," the SEF staff rated the stimu-
lus to competition higher than the
benefits of thorough and immediate
coordination of subsystems. The To-
ronto approach trades additional
post-bid development for greater
competition. In contrast, the Mon-
treal approach sacrifices a probable
loss in future competition to earlier,
superior integration of components.

The question of which route is best
open or closedcan't tin answered
at least until the next stage of the
SEF and the expected continuation
of the RAS program. Viewed in a
broad perspective, the open- vs.
closed-system controversy merely
concerns a different strategy aimed
at the same target. At bottom, it pits
two opposing opinions on industry's
capacity to respond to competitive
pressure.
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The success of SCSD, which was
the first systems-built school pro-
gram in North America, encouraged
other states and cities to explore
their own paths to systems building.
Until California built its systems
schools, designers and educators
had only been able to project the
benefits of the buildings and the
education programs in terms of
school experiences in other coun-
tries. SCSD gave everyone a chance
to see that systems worked in the
U.S. economy.

The initial success was scored un-
der open public bidding both for the
components and for contracts to
build individual schools using the
components. This differs from the
usual European pattern where one
manufacturer dominates the design
and construction of the building.

The completed schools also suc-
cessfully demonstrated that they
possessed all the predicted virtues
of variety of space and flexibility to
accommodate change. And, since
these virtues stemmed from a build-
ing constructed with components,
owners of commercial and indus-
trial buildings adopted systems con-
struction. Thus SCSD sired a family
of systems buildings that is still
growing.

More than 1,300 schools, a construc-
tion volume valued at $1 billion-
plus, contain one or more subsys-
tems developed through the SCSD
program. In ever growing numbers,
building product manufacturers are
competing in the burgeoning sys-
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tems-building market. For each of
the four major subsystems intro-
duced by SCSDstructu re, aircon-
ditioning, lighting-ceiling, and relo-
eatable partitionsfrom 6 to 12
manufacturers are qualified to com-
pete. Most of these subsystems are
available on a nationwide basis.
Local school boards all over the U.S.
have adapted SCSD performance
criteria to their own local require-
ments. While conventional building
costs have been skyrocketing over
the past several years, systems-
building costs have remained rela-
tively stable.

The spatial flexibility provided by
these new subsystems has already
proved its feasibility and economy.
In several SCSD high schools, the
staffs have made extensive changes
required to adapt their schools to
modern instructional techniques.
From a practical viewpoint, these
changes would have been impos-
sible in conventionally built schools
with fixed partitions.

Nonetheless, despite their achieve-
ments, many SCSD schools fell
short of the potential created by the
new hardware. Successful use of
the SCSD building system requires
a skill, imagination, and sensitivity
still lacking among many U.S. archi-
tects; SCSD project architects did
not produce instant educational
utopia. Despite the availability of ex-
cellentsound-damping components,
the architects failed in varying de-
grees to create a suitably quiet
learning environment. Human errors

and the ubiquitous communications
gap hampered the program. Suc-
cess depended chiefly on the skill
of each project architect. But to a
comparable degree, school admin-
istrators and school boards share
credit or blame.

Another factor must be weighed in
judging SCSD schools. As a new
program inspired by high, even
naive hopes, SCSD suffers the lia-
bility of being judged against an
ideal rather than a realistic stand-
ard. Even the critics admit that
SCSD schools are generally far bet-
ter than conventional schools.

SCSD's mission was widely misun-
derstood, even by some architects
who participated in the program.
The goal was never political, to per-
petuate an administrative empire
extending through the state of Cali-
fornia. The goal was merely to stim-
ulate systems buildings. SCSD
hoped to educate manufacturers,
architects, engineers, contractors,
and school boards to adopt the sys-
tems approach, which had been
used so successfully in Europe. The
developing free-wheeling competi-
tion springing from SCSD's original
school construction program, with
one manufacturer's subsystem com-
peting against another's, is precisely
what the program's sponsors hoped
it would produce. The disappear-
ance of the First California Com-
mission in School Construction Sys-
tems, the legal entity created to
conduct the bidding of the SCSD
components was not only antici-



gated, but planned. Yet at least one
participating architect interpreted
this disappearance as a program
failure.

SCSD's Birth Pains

California became the logical U.S.
choice for a systems-building pro-
gram because of its rapid growth
into the nation's most populous
state. By the early 1960's, Cali-
fornia was building 40 classrooms a
day, at an average statewide
school construction volume of $300
million a year. Moreover, despite its
strong ultra-conservatives dedi-
cated to preserving traditional
modes of education, California has
many venturesome educators eager
to experiment with new educational
concepts, techniques, and facilities.
More than any other state, California
needed new schools, built fast and
economically, equipped to accom-
modate new Instructional tech-
niques. Standard school plans, the
perennially proposed solution in
those days, had been rejected be-
cause (a) they provide no demon-
strable economy, and (b) they pro-
vide no flexibility for varied school
needs. To find an alternative solu-
tion, Architectural Forum and EFL
sponsored a national conference on
the problem in September, 1961. In
attendance were Charles D. Gibson,
Chief of the Bureau of School Plan-
ning, Stale Department of Educa-
tion, Sacramento, California;
Anthony Part, Deputy Secretary,
Ministry of Education, United King-
dom; Warren Schmidt, Ass'stant

Commissioner, New York State Edu-
cation Department; Rufus Putnam,
Superintendent of Schools, Minnea-
polis, Minnesota; William Pena,
partner, Caudill Rowlett Scott, archi-
tects, Houston, Texas; Ezra Ehren-
kranlz, architect; J. Stanley Sharp,
partner, Ketchum & Sharp, archi-
tects, New York City; John Hinch-
liffe, Director, Commercial Prod-
ucts, Northrop Corp.; W. W. Dedon,
Project Engineer, Northrop Corp.;
George E. Martin, Director, Market-
ing Research & Distribution, Kaw-
neer Co.; Dr. Harold B. Gores, Presi-
dent, EFL; Jonathan King, Secretary,
EFL; Douglas Haskell, Editor, Archi-
tectural Forum; and Walter Mc-
Quade, Senior Editor, Architectural
Forum.

The participants agreed that mass-
produced building components
could meet the demand for stand-
ardization and still provide the
broad range of solutions Insisted
upon by architects and educators.
They also agreed that, to accom-
plish this, someone would have to
create a market for about $30 mil-
lion of school construction.

To start the ball rolling, Frank Fis-
calini, a school superintendent from
San Jose, Calif., offered 3 proposed
schools from his district as the
nucleus of the required $30-million
market that would eventually In-
clude 13 schools.

Buoyed by this enthusiastic lead,
EFL financed a $50,000 feasibility
study by Stanford University's
School Planning Laboratory which
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led to the formation of SCSD in early
1962. Ezra D. Ehrenkrantz, a San
Francisco architect eager to adapt
lessons learned from two years on a
Fulbright scholarship in Great Bri-
tain studying Industratized school
building programs, was appointed
SCSD project architect. His educa-
tional counterpart was Dr. James
Laurits, a former Palo Alto high
school principal. (Dr. John R. Boice,
of Stanford's School Planning Labo-
ratory, succeeded Laurits as SCSD
project coordinator in 1963, and
now heads the ER-supported Build-
ing Systems Information Clearing-
house.) The School Planning Labo-
ratory served as the grantee admin-
istering the program.
The young SCSD staff got plenty of
organizational support. An advisory
committee comprising distinguished
architects and educators from all
over the U.S. was created to monitor
developmental work and counsel
the staff on specific problems. The
California State Department of Edu-
cation, through its Bureau of School
Planning Chief, Charles Gibson, ful-
filled its early promise to cooperate.
SCSD's legal problems began with
the task of creating a legal entity
empowered to assemble the $30-
million market required to sustain
manufacturers' research and devel-
opment. The 13 Originally participat-
ing school districts formed the First
California Commission on School
Construction Systems. After some
Initial doubts, the commission's
legal authority to take bids was fi-
nally established. School districts in

. .

the state of California can legally
join together to do anything they
can do individually.

Other legal problems arose. Imme-
diately following the nomination of
five successful component contrac-
tors in January, 1964, a disappointed
loser challenged the validity of per-
formance specifications (used here
for the first time for large-scale con-
tracts for building products) as a
legal basis for awarding bids. (For
some unexplained reason, this ques-
tion had not occurred to the suing
manufacturer six months earlier at a
pre-bid conference, where the SCSD
staff explained the performance
specifications.) The Commission
success7ully defended itself against
the lawsuit, and the awards stood.

Despite hundreds of meetings with
architects, engineers, contractors,
and subcontractors, other misun-
derstandings arose, notably protests
from structural engineers using the
Inland Steel Products Company's
structural subsystem on the various
school projects. The structural en-
gineer of ore project even refused
to put his seal on the structural
drawings, thereby disavowing the
required professional responsibility.
(He argued that the manufacturer
should assume responsibility for the
structural design.) In settling these
disputes and resolving misunder-
standings, the SCSD staff estab-
lished a solid basis for succeeding
systems-built projects.

Ezra Ehrenkrantz sttributes the final
success o' the SCSD program to



rough equality of sacrifice as the
price of obtaining cooperation
among the various building industry
groups. Manufacturers had to put
more effort into new development;
unions had to accept more prefabri-
cated components; architects and
engineers had to work from unfamil-
iar new catalogs; general contrac-

i tors lost their freedom of choice in
selecting subcontractors for com-
ponents representing roughly half
the total contract price. Functions
and responsibilities were drastically
changed or reapportioned. But no
one group had to bear the entire
burden.

Evolution, Not Revolution

A naive disillusion with SCSD set in
after the initial wave of publicity, ac-
cording to architect Chris Arnold, a
former SCSD staff member and vice
president of Building Systems De-
velopment (BSC), which is headed
by Ehrenkrantz. It occurred after
thousands had visited the SCSD
mock-up building and the SCSD
story had reached the Reader's
Digest and other magazines and
newspapers.

"At first acquaintance with SCSD,
some school administrators thought
they had discovered a panacea for
their school construction problems
faster construction and a better
school at 10% to 20% cost saving,"
says Arnold. "But when they con-
tinued their inquiries into systems
building, they discovered that it
wasn't easy magic. They had to
change their standard methods of

soliciting and awarding bids; they
had to retain sophisticated archi-
tects who were informed about sys-
tems building."

Now that the initial disappointment
has been dispelled, progress in sys-
tems building is proceeding at a
sure, steady pace, according to
Arnold.

"Systems still encounter tremen-
dous inertia. Like other building in-
dustry changes, it's coming by slow
evolution, not overnight revolution.
But school subsystems are quietly
entering the building industry's
mainstream. Manufacturers, con-
tractors, and school boards are
learning the new process."

Interist in systems now stands at an
all-time peak, according to John
Bolce of Building Systems Informa-
tion Clearinghouse (BSIC). 3SIC is
financed by ER to maintain industry
liaison on systems building and to
make information on systems build-
ing available to schools, colleges,
architects, engineers, and manufac-
turers,

Published BSIC matrixes demon-
strate the evolution of the original
SCSD system Into an open building
system. There are no, for example,
11 different manufactt rers' lighting-
ceiling subsystems compatible with
the original Lennox airconditioning
subsystem, which is now available
in 3 models. And 9 lighting-ceing
subsystems are compatible with one
of Lennox's competitors, ITT Nesbitt.

Inquir.es received by BSIC reveal
the different motives underlying in-
terest in systems building. Roughly
40% of the inquiries come from
school boards. Confronted with rec-
ord building construction cost rises,
they naturally seek economy. But
speed is an equally popular goal.
After procrastinating beyond their
decision deadlines, some school
boards want the secret of planning
and building a school within six
months. A roughly equal number of
commission-hunting architects seek
information that will enhance their
capabilities and their image as in-
formed systems specialists to im-
press their prospective school board
clients. About 10% of BSIC's in-
quiries come from manufacturers
hoping to enter the competition. A
still smaller number come horn con-
tractors confronted with ach.al, or
prospective. problems In managing
the construction of systems-built
projects.

New Products for New Nsods

Inspired by the British CLASP bulk.-
ing system and other European
models, the SCSD program went far
beyond the standardization and in-
dustrialization that marked its Euro-
pean predecessors.

"SCSD set a precedent for writing
hardware descriptions," says Rob-
ert Blake, chief of the research and
development staff in HEW's Facil-
ities Engineering and Construction
Agency. "This first set of educa-
tional performance specifications is
one of the most important docu-
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ments in the history of systems
building."

The establishment of optimum span'
for floor or roof framing members
shows how the SCSD staff trans-
lated a simple user requirement into
performance criteria. As a key re-
quirement for SCSD schools, the
educators wanted economical un-
obstructed academic areas which
would spin two conventional 30-ft-
wide classrooms. With roof struc-
tural members spanning 60 to 70 ft,
partitions In the predominantly ofie-
story schools can be arranged for
large spaces without running afoul
of columns traditionally located
along corridors separating two 30-ft
classrooms.

To meet this spanning requirement,
Inland Steel Products developed an
ingenious structural system of light-
weight steel Joists with lightgage
steel decks serving triple structural
duty. This system was designed by
Robertson Ward, Jr., an architect,
and The Engineers Collaborative of
Chicago. In addition to its primary
duty as deck support for insulation
and roofing membrane, the light-
gage steel serves as lop chord for
the Joists and as a diaphragm trans-
mitting lateral loads to the walls.
(Integrated with this structural sub-
system, Ward's design of steel light-
ing coffers, inserted between joists'
webs, also won an SCSD contract.)

Responding to other SCSD perform-
ance criteria, the buildine industry
produced two new commercially
available subsystems:
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packaged airconditioning flexi-
ble enough to accommodate a tre-
mendous range of room sizes and
layout changes

an economical set of movable
and relocatable partitions designed
to meet the special problems of ed-
ucation

The genesis and subsequent evolu-
tion of the relocatable partition sub-
system Is a classic illustration of the
systems building process. Included
in the SCSD partition contract were
three basic types:

standard fixed
relocatable
operable and relocatable

The ''operable and relocatable"
category included two subtypes: a
folding panel partition of high
acoustical insulation value,
equipped with a door, to provide a
wall with work surfacestack- and
chalkboard; and an aci..ordion-type
partition also of high acoustical
value which did not provide a work-
ing surface. Both operable partition
subtypes had to be removable by a
trained crew within one week. All
operable partitions had to open
under a 25-lb lateral force so that a
95-lb teacher can handle them.

The key provision concerned the
structural self-supporting feature
requirKI of these relocatable, oper-
able partitions. In conventionally
designed schools, it Is usually pro-
hibitively expensive., to move en
operable partition. They are nor-
mally suspended from a floor or roof

beam designed to carry the extra
loading. To be acoustically effec-
tive, they must weigh at least 3 lb
per sq ft. Connection details to the
framing above normally consist of
bolts and wood blocking. In addition
to the arduous task of removing
these connections, relocation of
operable partitions normally re-
quires the strengthening of a beam
supporting the relocated partition,
usually by expensive field welding.

The alternative to beam strength-
eringpredesigning floor and roof
members to carry operable partition
loadscould raise struclural costs
by 5% to 10%.

For both folding-panel and accor-
dion partitions, the SCSD solution
was a self-supporting "goalpost"
frame. A hidden steel truss (within
the goalpost crossbar) carries the
partition load. The posts (legs of the
inverted U goalpost frame) are sta-
bilized with connections to columns
or adjoining partitions. To relocate
the partition, workmen dismantle
and reassemble the entire frame.

The Mere the Merrier

The SCSD partitions also illustrate
the proliferation of manufacturers
and the continued improvement of
various performance characteris-
tics in response to open competi-
tion. By October, 1969, at least 12
manufactures were working on the
integration of 19 different partition
subsystems, designed for compati-
bility with a wide range of other sub-
system.; meeting SCSD perform-
ance criteria.



The original Hauserman demount-
able SCSD partition, called Double-
Wall, consists of a steel stud frame
with steel floor and ceiling chan-
nels. Steel-wrapped gypsum board
panels clip to the frame without me-
chanical fastening. The interior
space 5ehind the panels serves as a
utility raceway. Where higher acous-
tical performance is required, they
can be backed with additional
gypsum board panels.

Removing Hauserman's Double-
Wall partition is an elaborate pro-
cedure. It requires the following
steps:

1 Snap off meta: base strip from
floor charriel

2 Pry off two facing panels
3 Remove steel studs
4 Remove electrical conduit
5 Remove floor and ceiling chan-

nels

By eliminating much of this work,
the new Hauserman Ready-Wail
speeds the dismantling process by
15 to 20 timesfrwi 2 lineal ft per
man-hour to about 35 lineal ft per
man-hour.

A spring-loaded steel bar anchors
the Ready-Wall partition to a ceiling
runnier section; at the floor, iiie par-
tition can have rubber feet for bear-
ing on tile or continuous rows of
gripping teeth for bearing on car-
pet. To remove the Ready-Wall par-
tition. workmen cock the springs
with a special tool that releases the
ceiling-anchored bars' doweling ac-
tion. They then simply remove the

ceiling clip, without taking the entire
partition assembly apart.

Hauserman has plenty of competi-
tion in this second generation of
relocatable partitions. dome can be
d'smantled at the rate of 70 lineal
ft per man-hour, twice the disman-
tling rate of Ready -Wall. At the ceil-
ing, these partitions are anchored
with spring-loaded dowels fitting
into key inserts or with magnetized
connectors. On carpeted floors, they
are anchored with Velcro (an ex-
tremely rough-surfaced. friction-
gripping nylon); on tile floors, with a
continuous plastic foam pad.

Ti-ese portable partitions (including
Ready-Wall) are not. however, direct
competitors of Double-Wall. Thinner
aria lighter, they cannot accommo-
date electrical conduit and plumb-
ing lines between their facings; they
generally have a lower sound-insul-
ating value; they lack the one-side
face-changing feature of the SCSD
partitions; and the joint gaskets of
some detract from their appear-
ance. In short, they complement, but
do not replace, the heavier, tnicke
demountable class of partition.

Alan Smith, of William Blurock &
Partners, an architectural firm in
Corona del Viler, California, which
designed two of the architecturally
distinguished original SCSD
schools, cites as one example of
these fightv.eight partitions a parti
tion made by Advanced Equipment
Corporation. Manufactured in 5 x
10-ft units, this partition weighs less
than 3 lb per sq ft; its total unit
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weight of 125-150 lb can be readily
handled by two custodians. Faking
panels consist of pressed fibreb3ard
with vinyl fabric skin. Sandwiched
between them is a honeycombed
paper stiffening core.

"These partitions are generally un-
suitable for high schools, where you
need good acoustical insulation be-
tween classrooms," says Smith.
But they are excellent for an open-

plan elementary school, where the
partitions function more as visual
barriers and you need flexibility for
frequent changes.

You pay a higher price for these
lightweight partitions. But you re-
cover the additional cost aster a few
relocations," adds Smith.

As another substitution for an orig-
inal SCSD subsystem Smith cites
Lok Products Company's lighting-
ceiling. With its plane ceiling and
luminescent lighting panels, it offers
less !gtiting flexibility (i.e., varia-
tions in direct and indirect lighting)
than the original Inland Steel Prod-
ucts Company lighting-ceiling sub-
syztem. But where this variety is not
needed the Lck lighting-ceiling of-
fers lower cost aild simpler installa-
tion as overriding assets. Simply
suspended wish wires from the fram-
ing above, the ceiling runners and
infiil panels form a diaphragm pro-
dding the required lateral resist-
ance foi partitions.

The greatest commercial success
from the SCSD program is the multi-
zone, rooftop airconditioning pro-
duced by Lennox Industries. These
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rooftop units have fol:".-id uses out-
side school constructionin offices,
shopping centers, recreation cen-
ters, dormitories, acid other build-
ings requiring flexibility. As the
demand fog flexible airconditioning
units expands market opportunities,
however, Lennox faces a growing
list of competitors.

Evaluation of SCSD Schools

Exploiting the use of the advanced
subsystems available under the
SCSD program, architects displayed
the same broad range of ability that
they display on conventional
schools. Because of the heightened
expectations of SCSD schools, the
achitect's role is at least as impor-
tant on an SCSD project as on a
conventionally built school. In ef-
fect, the SCSD program depressed
the scaie of architectural apprecia-
tion: success was applauded less
enthusiastically, failure condemned
more harshly, than on conventional
school projects.

Among the better examples of SCSD
school design is El Dorado High
School in Placentia, Calif., designed
by architect William Blurock & Part-
nets of Corona del Mar. El Dorado's
campus-style design suits southern
California's mild climate. Between
classes, students walk across exter-
ior courts separating individual
buildings housing English Social
Studies. Mathematics, Language,
and other academic departments.

The centrally located library dis-
plays the benefits of SCSD fiexibil-



ity. As part of its function as a multi-
media information center within
easy access of the surrounding
buildings, El Dorado's library con-
tains counseling offices. Normally,
counseling offices are integrated
with the administrative offices. But
El Dorado's administrators had good
reasons for departing from the con-
ventional administrative-counseling
consolidat on. The library location
offers easy access to counseling
informationjob descriptions,
classifications, and available oppor-
tunities for students. Moreover, sep-
aration of the counseling offices
frees them of the disciplinary atmo-
sphere that hovers over the admin-
istrative offices.

"There are some liabilities to the
library location," admits Vice Prin-
cipal Jerry Jertberg. ''The isolation
causes some inconvenience. Coun-
selors and administrators now have
to schedule meetings once or twice
a week on special problems. But in
general, we think the benefits far
outweigh the liabilities."

The built-in SCSD flexibility per-
mitted El Dorado to experiment with
this new arrangement without per-
manently livirg with it. The 65-ft
clear spans of the library roof
trusses free a large area for un-
limited partition relocalion. The
flexible airconditioning and lighting-
ceiling subsystems permit the
school's administra'tors to scrap the
original plan and relocate the coun-
seling offices whenever they want.

Changes made at nearby Sonora
Hiyil School, also designed by Btu-
rock's firm, demonstrate the altera-
tion savings attributable to the SCSD
building components. (Sonora's de-
sign, as a single giant building, dis-
plays an extreme in the great range
of architectural concepts embodied
in SCSD schools.)

Within two years of the school's
completion in tato 1966, Sonora's
English department chairman
wanted tc expand the English re-
source center. Originally built with
an area of 875 sq ft, the resource
center was aligned with three class-
rooms. As part of the change, one
classroom was eliminated. Most of
its area went into larger classrooms,
required for larger English groups
planned for a revised English cur-
riculum. The additional area incor-
porated in the resource center went
into a private, shelf-bounded cove
for individual showings of film-
strips from Sonora's abundant col-
lection. (It includes "Death of a
Salesman," "Pygmalion," arid Our
Town.") This private cove supple-
mented the resource center's other
audio-visual facilitiesheadsets,
playback tape recorders, opaque
projector, etc.

The changes entailed the removal of
180 lineal ft of partition and re-erec-
tion of 125 lineal ft, plus installation
of two doo's, and removal of elec-
trical ducts, convenience out/els,
and television jacks located within
the removed partitions. Two air sup
ply ducts and diffusers, and two

El Dorado High School counseling offices
in library give access to information and
Separation from foimarity of administra-
tion offices.

ceiling return slots also had to be
relocated.

Cost of this work was about $12.50
per lineal ft. A conventional school
generally could not accommodate
these changes. In the rare circum-
stances where it could, the altera-
tion cost would be roughly doubled.

A precise estimate for alteration of
conventional construction indicates
a cost 85% higher than the actual
cost of alterations in the SCSD Oak
Grove High School in San Jose.
Within a year of its completion in
mid-1967, several changes were re-
quired to adapt several buildings to
curriculum changes. In the Ma'he-
matics Department, a partition
change was required to convert two
standard classrooms into a large
team-teaching space, plus a small
testing area. Similar partition relo-
catiors enlarged a iesource library
and created three small-grou D meet-
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ing rooms out of storage space in
the Science Department and a small
seminar room in the English Depart-
ment.

Because of ti.e complex nature of
this renovation, its cost rose to $25
per lineal ft of relocated partition.
But the precisely estimated cost for
removing and replacing conve.i-
tional partitions of equivalent qual-
ity was $46 per lineal ft.

The Benefits of Flexibility

A drastic future change planned for
the Oak Grove Science Department
best illustrates the intimate connec-
tion between educational policy and
the physical environment needed to
carry it out. It also shows the need
for great flexibility to accommodate
changes in educational policy, A
frozen pattern of interior space can
pose a tremendous obstacle to
progress.

In the change to individualized in-
struction from group instruction, the
goal is to raise the estimated 75%
or so achievement-aptitude ratio,
normally attained through tradi-
tional, group - oriented Instruction, to
100%. (Achievement-aptituda ratio
indicates the student's ::.cademic
achievement measured against his
inherent aptitude.) The individual-
ized approach of adapting each stu-
dent's curriculum to his special
needs offers the only hope of even-
tually achieving this goal, says Jack
Grube. chairman of Oak Grove's
Science Department.
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The key element in Oak Grow:'s
planned change to individualized
science instruction is the "packet,"
an educational unit involving com-
prehension of a scientific concept,
or related set of concepts, In Sci-
ence 1 (normally for freshmen)
these educational packets cover
seven topics, each divided into
about three concepts. A student gets
credit for comprehending a concept
by correctly answering 70% of the
test questions on that concept. In
trial uses of the packet technique,
Oak Grove students favored it over
conventional, group-oriented in-
struction.

Individual initiE-tive and responsibil-
ity are stressed throughout this
planned new process. The student
makes his own contract with the
teacher to complete a certain num-
ber of packets. His academic load
will thus depend on some combina-
tion of ambition andself-confidence.
Most students will take about 7 units
per semester. But fast and slow stu-
dents are freed from the i,levitable
group-oriented pressure, up or
(town, toward mediocrity. Each stu-
dent sets his own pace, reschedul-
ing only when his preliminary
optimism or, more happily, his pes-
simism, proves unfounded.

In this process, the teacher plays
the role of fireman, not policeman.
The students want the teachers'

skills on their terms, net his," says
Grube. They'll go as far as they can
on their own initiative, using sources
recommended for each packet.
When they need help, they'll get it

on an individual basis, or in small
groups assembled to resolve com-
mon misunderstandings."

The physical changes planned for
the Science Building will greatly fa
cilitate the new instructional proce-
dures. The new spaces will be
divided by function, not by subject.
There will be three general learning
areas:

IN For motivation (student as spec-
tator) a large lecture hall for groups
up to 150.

For direct experience (student as
participant) a long laboratory space,
extending the building's full length.

for assimilation (student as re-
searcher) a large L-shaped science
resource ,.;enter.

The proposed alteration entails re-
moval of two partitions dividing an
existing materials distribution room
from two flanking laboratories: one
for chemistry-physics, the other for
biology. This new elongated space
will become the general, all-purpose
laboratory. Removal of another long
partition will join the existing .5* c-

ence resource center to an existing
chemistry - physics - biology resource
center, creating a large 1_, shaped

general resource center. Other par-
tition changes will produce a new
laboratory materials, distribution
room and move all small-group dis-
cussion rooms to the periphery of
the resource center. ln a simple
conversion, an existing laboratory
for Science 11 will become a spe-

cie projects laboratory. Only the



\) lecture hall will remain unchanged.
[See plan.]

in addition to acco.-nmodating the
planned instructional changes, the
planned open areas wilt also facili-
tate efficient use of the teaching
team. The large open areas offer the
only hope of staffing the Science
Building with a 10-member teaching
team comprising 6 teachers and 4
student teachers. (Advanced stu-
dents will aid this team as unofficial

i
' lab assistants.) The planned L-

shaped open resources center, now
consisting of h/0 partitioned spaces,
was originally three spaces. Man-
power requirements for this area will
have dropped to one-third the orig-
inal requirement. Atter its two-stage
change, made within three years of
its opening, Oak Grove's Science
Building will be unrecognizable.

The cost of this conversion will not
be cheap; it will range around
$20,000. But fo- a conventionally de-
signed school, such radical change
would be prohibitively costly and
time-consuming.

A less drastic, but similar, reform of
El Dorado High School's English
Department also illustrates the
benefits of SCSD flexibility. English
Department Ch :irman Ed Walsh
plans to individualize; the instruc-
tion of 375 ninth-grade pupils. Edu-
cational packets, similar to Oak
Grove's science packets, will re-
place the traditional classroom cur-
riculum. As one cognitive goal, for
example, the students must learn to

write in five basic sentence patterns.
When they satisfy this requirement,
students will rncve from a basic writ-
ing classroom into other areasfor
example, into a :arge, 1,500-sg-ft
room for 70 or 80 students. Through
such large groupings, the El Dorado

Relocatable part bons enabled original
Plan, left, of science deoar:ment to be
Itans'crmed into open instructional areas.
below, at minimum cost.
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English staff will make more efficient
use of films, educational television,
and overhead projection of trans-
parenci9s showing graphic gram-
mar instruction.

To create this large viewing-lecture
room will require removal of a relo-
catable partition now dividing two
750-sq-ft classrooms. It will doubt-
less be only the first of many
changes in the remaming 35 or 40
years of pt ()jerked life for the En-
glish building.

SCZD Failures--
the Unused Potential

In general, despite the noteworthy
exceptions, educators have not ex-
ploited the potential of their SCSO
schools, according to Frank Fisca-
lini, Superintendent of San Jose's
East Side Union High School
Mot, which includes Oak Grove. As
the first sciool administrator com-
mitted to the SCSD program, Fisca-
lini is dedicated to using the sys-
tems approach in education as well
as for constructit n.

"The systems approach is the only
new concept of significance in edu-
cational planning in the last 100
years," says Fiscalini, 'Teacher ed-
ucation still lags; we still teach
teachers to teach in a conventional
classroom. Trey are competent in
their mastery of their subject matter,
but generally unresourceful in
adapting new audio-visual tech-
niques to instruction. As a result, the
SCSD schools are still not used to
heir full potential. There was a corn-
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municaton gap between the SCSD
staff and the school principals and
teachers, who never really [earned
what SCSD schools can do."

Some failures to exploit SCSD
schools are at an elementary level.
A high school social studiesteacher,
with outstretched arms signifying
his exasperation, plaintively asks,
"How can I hang a screen on this
partition?'' Apparently he was never
informed et, or has never dis-
covered, the picture-rail mounting
at the top of the partition. It makes
screen and picture hanging a simple
operation.

On a larger scale, pennysaving,
dollar-wasting school budgets and/
or shortsighted administration poli-
cies have squandered opportunities
for long-range economy. The Fuller-
ton Union High School District
turned down the 5-year aircondition-
ing contract available from the man-
ufacturer, Lennox Industries. Main-
tenance work done byschool district
maintenance men 'appears to have
been unsatisfactory. !t is difficult to
get qualified airconditioning me-
chanics to work for school districts;
they can make at least 50% more
working for a manufacturer or con-
tractor. Thus in retrospect the Full-
erton policy seems shortsightel.

Tile SCSD staff included the manda-
tory offer of a maintenance contract
in the airconditioning subsystem bid
to assure long-term economy, ac-
cording to ex-SCSD project archi-
tect Ezra Ehrenkranlz.



"Bids on airconditioning are usually
based on first cost only," says
Ehrenkrantz. "On surveying main-
tenance costs, our staff found that
some school districts paid up to
40% of first cost for the first year's
maintenance, and 10% to 20% was
not unusual. Moreover, the manu-
facturers told us that bid award on
first cost only forces them into pro-
viding minimum durability. We
asked, 'Why not include a five-year
maintenance contract as an owner
option along with first cost?' It's
better and cheaper than paying for
repairs after one year."

Failure to take the airconditioning
maintenance contract, at the least,
threatens the loss of a major econ-
omy of the SCSD building system.

SCSD recommendations were ig-
nored in other areas. Contrary to
these recommendations, carpet was
laid after partitions were erected in
both Sonora and Oak Grove High
Schools. As a consequence, reno-
vation costs were raised (by 13% at
Sonora) for splicing a strip of carpet
over the bare concrete after the par-
titions were removed.

The Biggest Complaint

The loudest, most common com-
plaint about SCSD schools con-
cerns acoustical performance. In a
BSIC survey of students at Harbor
High School in Santa Cruz, "noise
isolation between rooms" was over-
whelmingly rated "poor" (by three-
quarters of 156 surveyed students
and b; 13 of 23 teachers). An in-

significant number gave this school
an acoustically "good" rating.

Harbor High School is one of the
poorest SCSD schools acoustically.
But the over-all acoustical rating of
10 SCSD high schools is disa,"point
ing. In a BSIC survey, 51% of the
students and 55% of the teachers
rated noise isolation between
spaces "good" or "OK." Acoustical
design is, beyond all doubt, the
weakest aspect of the SCSI)
schools. It is far less a failure of
hardware than a failure to use it
properly.

"Acoustical control is the major
problem of the semi-open school
plan," says John Boice. "Many
architects relying on the carpet to
absorb noise, failed to specify the
perforated acoustical ceiling pan,Ils
available from th^ lighting ceiling
manufacturer.

_

"SCSD issued a suggested guido
prepared by an acoustical consul-
tant. It was generally ignored by the
architects and engineers on the
various protects. A special acousti-
cal wall facing was designed and
produced by the partition manufac-
turer. For cne reason or another, not
one was ever used.

''The SCSD schools' acoustical
problems spring ohiefly from the
open ceiling plenum and the more
open plans. In conventional build-
ings, permanent partitions extend
through the ceiling, sealing each
room acoustically. The open ceiling
is indispensable for flexibility in
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space arrangement, but it exacts an
acoustical price. Despite warnings
from the SCSD staff, most architects
ignored the problem, or at least un-
derrated it,"

Even the bett3r examples of SCSD
architecture have acoustical prob-
lems. El Dorado High School loses
productive use of a considerable
amount of interior space because of
excessive noise. Each of El Dorado's
separate academic buildings has a
large interior court, typically 25 ft
wide, with peripheral classrooms
entered through 5- or 10-ft-wide
openings. According to the archi-
tect's brochure, each interior court
"becomes a part of the learning en-
vironment," depicted in renderings
as a lip ely scene of play rehearsals
and students wearing headsets
while studying intently at carrels.

The courts have not worked that
wet!. They generally function merely
as ,versized corridors, lost for study
and other student activities because
o poor noise control. The 10-ft-wide
openings in the English building's
classrooms virtually nullify the in-
trinsically good acoustical insulat-
ing quality of the relocatable parti-
tions. Because noise travels freely
through these 10-ft-wide openings,
activities in one classroom sortie -
time;; disturb the occupants of the
adjacent oiassroom. One morning
in the bustling English building, the
sound of a Mae West movie on tele-
vision disturbed the neighboring
room's occupants, who were taking
a test. The sound reflected eff an

entrance wall opposite the adjoining
10-ft classroom openings.

Before formally considering the
architect's recommendation to ap-
ply acoustical surfacing to the of-
fending wall, the school administra-
tors want to assess the acoustical
effects of narrowing the 10-ft-wide
classroom openings. Current plans
call for reducing those openings to
either 5-ft or 6-ft 8-in. width.

It seems clear that buildings des-
tined for intensive academic use
English, mathematics, social
studies, languagesrequire more
rigorous acoustical design tf an
buildings used for less intellectually
demanding activities. There are few
complaints about noise in the Com-
merce Building, which is designed
essentially the same as the aca-
demic buildings, This building's
noise level, roughly that of a typical
business office, is not objectionable
for typing, operating business ma-
chines, and performing other corn-
mercial operations.

Where academic areas contain
more conventionally designed en-
closed classrooms with doors, as in
the Casa Roble High School in Car-
michael, the teachers Pre generally
satisfied with acoustical perform-
ance. According to Dr. Ferd J. Kie-
set, Superintendent of the San Juan
Unified School District, there are no
complaints about Casa Roble's
acoustics.

The preliminary data from BSIC's
noise isolation survey indicates an-
other important factor in the acous-
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tical rating. The more individualized
the instruction, the fewer the acous-
tical complaints. Thus the shift to-
ward more informal instructional
techniques apparently abates the
noise problem. Individualized in-
struction, with small groups and in-
dividuals simultaneously pursuing
their own activities in the same
space, seems naturally to require
less rigorous noise control than tra-
ditional instruction, with teachers
continually lecturing to large
classes.

In assessing SCSD schools, one
must constantly remember the con-
ventional schools that they replace.
Some remarks by Josh Burns, a BSD
architect working with John Boice
at BSIC, help to put the SCSD short-
comings into perspective.

Some errors were systems errors,
resulting from an unfamiliarity with
the new products. Others were sim-
ply design e:rors perpetuated
through the years on both conven-
tional and systems-built schools."

Users mitigate their otherwise free-
wheeling criticism when reminded
of conventional school buildings.
Teachers are not unanimous in urg-
ing closed classrooms or even nar-
rowing the typically 10-ft-wide
openings at El Dorado. Some like
th3 freer, more open atmosphere,
viewing it as an escape from the
cloistered environment of the con-
ventional classroom cell.

Even the acoustical problems tend
to diminish for teachers who remem-
ber the problems of old buildings.

V lei

in many ways, the open plan alle-
viates distractions," says El Dor-
ado's Vice Principal Jertberg. In
old school buildings, the clack-
clack-clack of a woman's heels in a
terrazzo corridor could disrupt an
entire class: everybody would crane
to see her as she passed by the
classroom door, like prisoners steal-
ing a glimpse of the outside world."

For some SCSD schools, no apol-
ogies are necessary. New teacher
candidates overwhelmingly seek as-
signment to the two SCSD schools
in Huntington Beach Union High
School District says Superintendent
Max L. Forney.

Dr. Forney's district paid SCSD high
tribute in building the 3,000-student
Edison High School as a virtually
identical twin of the Fountain Valley
High School, the first SCSD project
under construction. Opened in Sep-
tember, 1969, three years after its
prototype, the new high school con-
tains all the basic SCSD subsys-
tems, but with some new suppliers
as a resur of changed market con-
ditions.

Viewed from a 5road pers'pective,
SCSD was a success. Despite a few
bug.3 in some projects, the SCSD
buildings do fly. Future buildings
stemming from this pioneering pro-
gram will doubtless fly higher.





Converts to school systems building
display a tremendous range of faith
--frcin high divers to toe dippers.
Toronto's true believers plunged
deep into an almost totally systema-
tized building program; Chicago's
more cautious school administrators
arc starting with use of a single
SCSD subsystem, the roof mounted,
multi-zone aircondrtioning. Despite
many other variations, however,
school systems building programs
lake one of two gen aral forms:

Primary or developmental sys-
tems-buildino programs, modeled
on the SCSD program, which di-
rectly stimulate technological inno
vation. in these programs, new per-
formance criteria are written for
building subsystems, and large mar-
kets, are organ' red to sustain orig-
inal research and development by
building product manufacturers.

111 F.,econciary systems-building pro-
grams merely exploit the speed,
economy, flexibility, and quality of
building products already developed
under the primary progran.s. Be-
cause these secondary programs
need little research and devolop-
meat, they can thrive on smaller
markets than developmental pro-
grams.

The product development work un-
dertaken in the SCSD, SEF, HAS,
arid URBS programs is indispens-
able to systems-building progress.
These developmental programs pro-
mote an essential dialogue between
users and suppliers of school build-
ing products. From this dialogue,
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educators and architect:, learn
whether their cocperative!y tten
performance requirements cri orn-
mercially practicable, and ors
learn about educatior,.. I nr.:t.ds
which can be satisfied by their prod-
ucts. The large markets organized
for prima y systems-building pro-
grams guarantee adequate; sales
volume to assure profits fur a suc-
cessful manufacturer, or al Hast to
justify their efforts a rational
business risk.

Ultimately, however, the secondary
programs are similart5 indispens-
able in establishing sy,s' build-
ing as the normai process for
consti uction In mechanic al te. 013,

the primary prograri-s overcxyn. in-
ertia and resistance to proIrt. it
only secondary programs
fain the momentum and make sys-
tems building a self-generating
process. Withoirt suot.essf ul second-
ary programs the construction in-
dustry will inevitably topple back
into its traditional rut, and the frag,
merged markets will again make
technological innovation too risky
an economic ()amble for product
manufacturers. To change the meta-
phor, you can't continue reinventing
and selling the wheel forever. At
some point the world must assimi-
late the message.

Fortunately, the tmique user ne as
of different school 6 triots can be
fulfilled with hardware designed for
similar, though not identical, user
needs. As merely one example, vari-
ation in desired lighting level can be

accommodated by the same lig!it-
ing-ceilinc suusystenns. By exploit-
ing existing products, secondary
systems-b Acting programs can
vastly expand the market for these
produ:ls. In accord with free enter-
prise theory, the expanded markets
will attract more manufacturers into
competition, enabling them to cffer
a multitude of compatible, modular
subsystems. Architects wile then
choose stru.:tural framing, lighting-
ceiling, partitions, curtain walls, air-
conditioning, furniture, and other
suosysterns from a giant catalog.
From Lhe relatively few commer
cially available subsystems on the
market today, the school subsys-
tems available in the future should
expand into hundreds, conveniently
caalogued for direct comparison in
performance, durability, architec-
tural elegance, and economy.

A start Toward this meet stage in
systems evolution is wnll under way.
Syster -s-developed c tponents are
in hundreds of school buildings all
over North ArriPtiC3. Toronto's SEF
has already inspired two syrtems-
builthr g program starts, in Boston
and Detroit. RAS will undoubtedly
b a adapted by other cities. Systems-
building projects vary in size from
statewide programs to single school
buildings. Tc show how secondary
programs of such widely varying
scope can nonetheless realize simi-
lar systems economies, Florida's
statewide Schoolhouse Systems
Project, and a single school project
in Merrick, N.Y., have been chosen
for more detailed investigation.
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Birch School extension for grades K-2. Merrick, NY.
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Florida's Schoolhouse
Systems Project

Florida's Schoolhouse Systems Proj-
ect (SSP) displays continued prog-
ress in cutting costs ana speeding
school construction attainable
through a staged series of systems-
buildinr programs. SSP's first three
systems - building programs have
been dramatically successful ire ful-
filling the project's three goals: im-
proving construction speed, econ-
omy, and quality. Armed with the
solid evidence of its continuing SSP
program, the State's Department of
Education plans to extend systems
building into two primary programs;
one for community college and uni-
versity construction, the other for
developing a portable building sys-
tem.

Construction speed is SSP's mcst
dramatic achievement. For eight
SSP secondary schools, the systems
approach cut nearly 40% from con-
current conventionally built ^chools'
ccristruction schedules, and for 14
c.ementary schools the construction
time was cut by 12%. Over-ail proj-
ect time savings (from programming
through aesign and construction)
were iess impressive, but as archi-
tects, engineers, contractors, and
administrators become accustomed
to the new process, these other
phases should be similarly short-
ened.

Progressive cost savings have also
been achieved through SSP's open-
systems building. In the first SSP
construction program, the total bid

on three basic subsystems (struc-
tural, lightino-ceiling, and aircondi-
tioaing) WaS roughly comparable
with cor.ventional costs. After two
years, the bid dropped 11% in three
succeeding SSP construction pro-
grams. Allowing for a Vz % monthly
cost escalation, the SSP staff esti-
mates this 11% reduction at an ef-
fective 18% saving.

Intensified competition among a
growing number of subsystems'
manufacturers is the key to SSP's
economy. The structural subsystem
best illustrates these improved,
competitively honed prices. In the
first SSP program, awamed in Oc-
tober,1e67, Macomber's V-LOK won
with a Lni price of $1.62 per sq ft.
Macomber won again in the second
program, awarded in August, 1968,
with a bid of $1.28 per sq ft. In the
third program, however, Romac
Steel pared nearly 10% from Ma-
comber'e. previously winning bid,
supplanti ig Macomber with a bid of
$1.16 peg sq ft.

For all other subsystems, the cost
reduction was less regular as well
as less dramatic than the nearly
30% drop in structural costs. But
the over-all trend was tirasticall,
downward, with new challengers
defeating the old SCSD winners.
Lennox Industries, the original
SCSD airconditioning winner, also
won the first SSP program's aircon-
ditioning contract. But Hill-York
(with ITT-Nesbit equipment) won the
second and third SSP program
awards. E.F. Hauserman, the winner
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of the sJcond SSP program's de-
mountable partition award, was un-
derbid by Mills Cornpariv in the thi,c1
program.

As an agents of the Florida Depart-
ment of Education, headed by State
Commissioner of leatiOn, Plcyd
T. Christian, SSP extends volume
purchasing princ'pies practiced in
other areas to reduce the state's
educational costs. As one notably
successful example, the state, act-
ing as purchasing agent for toe local
school hoards, bought buses in 1970
for the same unit price paid by local-
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iucs in 1958. Ultimately, through
SSP, the state hopes to purchase
building subsystems on a similar
bulk basis In effect, the state woult;
become a middleman between man-
ufacturers and users. It would order
subsystems on a state-w:de basis
with a provision for extending unit
prices for an agreed length of time.
The subsytsem contractors would
fill orders as they came in from local
school di&tricts for projects r J1 in
cluded in tne original bids.

Through SSP, the state has moved a
measurable distance toward its ulti-

/1

mate goal The 30 SSP schools con-
tracted between October, 1967, and
October, 1969 constituted over
20% of the $70 milliaa annual state
expenditures for new schools and
additions. In guaranteeing the sub-
systems' markets for its three-staged
systems - building programs, SSP
avoided the SCSD's "dropout"
problem during the long product-
devAoprrien; period. SSP's perform-
ance criteria can be satisfied by cur-
rently available subsystems.

SSP's adaptation of SCSD criteria
shows now any slate can adapt
these criteria to total conditions.
'he major change concerned struc-
tural design loads: deletion of Cziii-
fornia's earthquake requirements
and substitution of Florida's hurri-
cane wind loadings. The three
stages of SSP also reflect general
oiNress in such universally appli-
ceble criteria z,s lighting stanclo;ds.
in the second and tnird programs,
he SSP staff substituted as an alter-

nate the newer, more sophisticated
Visua! Performance ladex (VP!) It
adds contr.K.t and other character-
isti s of lighting quaill+, to the
cruiser, order criteria of illumination
I2.vel and glare control.

the Florida program also adds its
unique les:,ons en the minimum
construction volume required to
make a systems-building program
looncmically profitable. At 100,000
sq ft (roughly $2 million), the FiSP
staff fouxIthe cost of systems

equ.if to conventional cost. At
500,000 sq ft (roughly $10 million



volume) sbbsystern costs dropped Fast-Track f ,:heduling
about 20% below conventional cost.

The SS° program again demur..
ctrates the construction industry's
reflexive resista-ice to change.
Though they supported the original
research program that urtirnater.;
produced SSP, many Florida archi-
te-..,ts at first opposed the construc-
tion program itself. Nrw, however,
the Florida Association of the Amer-
ican Institute of Architects supports
the program.

Pres,:ription for Speed

A 6ma!l-scale project in Merrick, a
New York City suburb, indicates that
a single project can he built with
cost and time savings without ait-
ing to aggregate several projects to
create a market. Caudill Rowlett
Scott, arc.,:iitEct for this $1.1 rn:l/ion
project in Merrick s Union Free
School District No. 25, estimates it
will he '7,-)mpleted 10-15 months
earlier than with conventional con-
struction. Also, the economy
achieved with the four basic sub-
systems (structure, lighting- oiling,
ai,conditioning, and roofing), which
represent 30% tithe tot:it construc-
tion cost, is estimated V, cut 4%
from The total cost. An additional
cost saving of another 10% or so
comes from the accelerated con-
strurlion schedule. which nullifieQ
10 months of cost e'.icalat!on at 1%
per month.

The dramatic time saving stems
from a combination of systems
builnir,g with ''fast-track" scherful-

r-

MI Programming
I I I Preliminary Design

\\ Contract Documents
IN Bidding

Construction
Approval

All Systems Non-Systems

Non-Systems

NO

Fast-track sceduling shortens over all
de ln anti corstruction time by civer
lapping act vities Vial normally would not
be done u It I the or e ahead is completed.

ing. This construction management
technique telescopes the tradit;onal
serial or linear sequence of pro-
gramming-design-construction into
a shorter sequence of overlapping
stages. Systems building and fast-
track scheduling are natural part-
ners in curing building delivery
time. By combining these two tech-
niques, architects Heery & Heery,
Inc., rushed two Athens, Ga., ele-
mentary schools to completion only
168 days after signing a design con-
tract. Pre-bidding of subsystems be-
fore general contract awards ro-
duces the major time saving, and

ze_

the added fast-track schedule com-
pression enhamtes the timE savings
already gained .hrough the systems
approach.

The problem given to the architect
was to add 26,000 sq ft within 10
months after receiving the archi-
tect's commission. The new space
was required to avoid further over-
crowding in a distract already stag-
ily, otat;ses in rented basements and
d church.

To rely on the conventional con
struction process was obviously
hopeless. In conventional construc-
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tion, the programming, design, and
construction stages follow in a
linear sequence; one, sage starts
only after the preceding stage ends.
Under Ha& normal lump-sum general
contract, all design details and spe-
cificMici 4 must be completed long
before the prime contract awards.

The basic contract-staging str. 'egy
was as follows:

Stage f comprised four basic st:
system cc:itracts (structure, light-
ing-ceiling, airconditioning, and
roofing). Prebidding of these con-
tracts was necessary to avoid mz
rial delivery delays and to facilitate
the architects' subsequent design
work, using known components for
the basic systems design.

Stage II, comprising three basic
contracts (general construction,
electrical, and plumbing) followed
eight weeks later, These three non-
systems contracts could be delayed
because they required less lead
time for manufacturers' production
scheduling than the earlier subsys-
tems' contracts.

The price of this accelerated sched-
ule, with its overlapping, coordi-
nated project stages, is early corn-
mitment. With fast-track scheduling
you lose the luxury of delaying the
decision to build; you must commit
yourself to build the project long b
fore the final contract is let. Pro-
gramming and design must proceed
in a more rigorous, controlled way.
Decisions at each stage become ir-
revocable. Project stages must be
broken into a more logical order.

Design decisions must parallel the
manufacturer and contractors'
work. In fast -track scheduling, you
cannot afford communication gaps
between owner, architect, manufac-
turers, and contractors.

Actually, the Merrick project only
partially displays the potential bene-
fits of fast-track schcduling, accord-
ing to CRS partner, Charles B.
Thomsen. !n true fast-track schedul-
ing appropriate for larger projects,
a construction manager working
with the architect coordinates de-
sign and construction and monitors
the Critical Path Method (CPM)
network. The critical path (i.e., the
diagramed sequence of operations
that control the time required to
complete the project) becomes hy-
percritical. Because it increases the
degree of interdepe idence, a fast
track project is more dependent on
completior, of kcy operations than a
conventional project. On large-scale
($5 minion to $10 million) projects
that justify the lull fast-track treat-
ment, the construction management
consultant becomes incispensable
for the complex work of coordinat-
ing the many simultaneous activities
of a large building project.

Because it takes longer to build a
building than to design it, the key to
accelerating the over-all building
process is to telescope design and
construction as much as possible,
i.e., to start construction as soon as
possible after completion of the
minimum required design work.
Systems-building and fast -track
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scheduling achieve this goal for the
following reasons:

Postponement of tidal design de-
cisions on precise room layouts and
size. is permitted by the flexibility
of the relocatable partitions, mul-
tizone airconditioning, etc., which
can be set for final location late in
the over-all constru-tion process.

Prebidding of subsystems (the
more the better) allows early com-
mitment to construction, with assur-
ance that the project will meet the
budget. (With a prebid of 65% to
70% subsystem. plus an early foun-
dation contract amounting to 1C%
to 15%, the total 80% prebid would
assure the architect end his client
that they could bid the remaining
20% within the budget, according
to Thomsen.)

Time savings attainable on a large
project with a large number of
subsystems and the full fast-track
treatment range up to 45%, says
Thomsen. With fast-track scheduling
apnlied to otherwise conventional
construction, time savings are lim-
ited t,) about 25%.

Time savings not only deliver des-
perately needed buildings at an ear-
lier date, they also contribute large
cost savings during periods of rapid
building-cost escalation.
''At the current rate of 1% monthly
construction cost rise, you lose $50r
for each hour's delay on a $10 mil-
lion project. A six-month earlier con-
struction start at today';-, escalation
rates cuts an additional 6% from the
total building cost," says Thomsen.
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The University of California's Uni-
versity Residential Building System
(URBS) extends systems building
into the construction of student dor-
mitories. EFL initiated the project,
and has contributed two-thirds of
the $600,000 cost of administering it.
A successful URBS program would
doubtless become a prototyp, for
housing the nation's proliferating
collage student population, ex-
pected to grow from 7.2 million in
1970 to 9,7 million by 1977.

Judged by the manufacturers' final
designs and bids o. three basic sub-
systems representing :15', of tatE.I
building cost, URBS will achieve its
three goals:

Significantly improved environ-
mental quality

Construction cost savings total-
ing 10%, plus additional savings in
maintenance and alteration costs

Flexibility to ar:commodate rare -
cal interior changes over the next 40
years for the benefit of the occu-
pants, the colleges, ana the mort-
gaging institutions.

Construction of a full-scale test
building at the plant site of Airfloor
Company, the structure - ceiling con-
tractor, was completed in Santa Fe
Springs, Ca;rfornia (about 20 miles
east of Los Angeles), in Jung, 197P
Construction on the first project, a
$2.5 million complex on the UC San
Diego campus began in 1970. De-
signed by architect Dale Niaegle &
Associates of La Jolla, this rirst proj-
ect will consist of eight buildirgs,

four or five stories high, for 350 stu-
dent dwelling units.

Another URBS project, scheduled
to start in early 1971 at UC's Irvine
campus, will co.itain 300 units in
five clusters of seven-story build-
ings. designed by William Pereira &
Associates of Los Angeles. By 1975,
total URBS construction volume
should reach 2,000 units en four of
UC's nine campuses. 1 '1e of the
URBS building system promises to
spread to other universities. By 1975
the totti dormitory units built out of
state may exceed California's total.
These units will cunlain three basic
subsystems (structure-ceiling, heat-
ing-ventilating-cooling, and parti-
tions) chosen like SCSD's compo-
nents or: the basis of bidding
performance specifications.

The history of URBS is a later parallel
of the history of SCSD. In Novem-
ber, 1965, inspires; by the earlier
success of the SCSD program, UC
officials established the URBS pro-
gram with the aid and encourage-
ment of ER. Administering the pro-
gram was the UC's Vice President
for Physical Planning and Construc-
tion of the University, Elmo R Mor-
gan, who was succeeded in August,
1970 by Robert J. Evans. UC's prol
ect cirector for the URBS program
is architect R. Clayton Karatz.

UC retained Building Systems De-
velopment (BSC'), of San Francisco,
as consultant for evaluating user
needs, translating them into per-
forrwunce criteria and subsystem
specifications, integrating the URBS
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building system, and writing the
contract documents. BSD is headed
el architect Ezra Ehrenkrantz, for-
mer technical director for SCSD.
The firm includes other former
SCSD stall personnel--notably ar-
chitect Christopher Arnold, a BSD
vice president, Vernon C. Bryant,
and Peter Kastl.

Like SCSD, the URBS program is
moving through four stages:

Cornpilationof user requi:ements

Contract documents, bid invita-
tions

B d evaluation, sut,system con-
tract awards

Design and construction of indi-
vidual projects

URBS has moved through stage lit
and is now conducting tests in tne
test building before moving into
stage IV.

User Requirements

Flexibility is again the key, as it was
in the SCSD program. The 40-year
useful life required For URBS build-
ings will spc,n 10 generations of uni-
versity st. tents, ,nrough an era tllat
will predictably bring many can
urpredictable changes. Moreover,
the URBS building system 'tad to
correct many shortcomings in UC's
existing dormitories, which are in-
adequate for present as well &s
future needs.

BST's survey of student needs and
wants dredged up some previously
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Rooms like this seed students running into tacky old places Ihey can call their own.
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unknown (or ignored) user facts of
lifenotab:y the lesson t'Llt freedom
ranks higher than environmental
quality in the students' ranking of
dormitories.

This lesson was underscored by the
exampLi of several existing dormi-
tories and married student apart
ments with wruod-framed, wood-stud
bearing ixirtitions faced with gyp-
sum board and inferior heating, ven-
tilation, lighting, electricity, and in-
terior finishes. These residences are
also noisy and dirty, but because
they are free of the rigid regulations
imposed on heifer dormitory units.
these inferior buildings are gener-
ally preferred by the students.

Some World War If converted units
of especially low quality are highly
prized because they give students
freedom of interior decor, i.e. free-
dom from janitorial dJminance.
BSD's student survey revealed wide-
spread resentment against regula-
tions that restrct individual interior
decoration with an almost universal
ban on tacki4 Or taping on wall
surfaces of the newer dorms

Student criticism concerned more
than re ;tlictions against individual
decora'; Lack of quiet and per-
sonal privacy was a common com-
plaint mzde to the BSD staff.
"Thore's no place to cry out my
problems but the toilet stall," com-
plained one co-ed. Students also
want more electrical outlets and
storage space for their abundant
electrical appliancesclocks, coffee



pots, tootnbrushes, ha:rdryers, type-
writers, record players, radios, TV
sets, arid guitars. In the design of
inost existing dormitories, building
programmers had overlooked the
unastounding fact that women need
more storage spacemuch more
than men. ''Furniture show, ooms,"
the students' term for large common
lounge spaces, were condemned as
largely wasted space, used only by
a few couples or by students enter-
taining visiting parents.

The specific needs of special classes
of students also need attention.
Graduate students need a greater
variety of study spacesfor typing,
for spreading library cesource ma-
terial over larger desk areas, even
for access to a time-shared com-
puter. Physically handicapped stu-
dents need grou'id floor or ramp
access.

BSD's survey of user requirements,
however, only began wi'h a record
of student needs and wants. It had
to incorporate many other con-
straintsnotably cost, long-term
trends in building occupancy, and
university policy. In addition to the
students, the investigation included
university housing officers, deans of
students, central and campus ad-
ministrators, instructors, and plant
officers, and their counterparts in
other universities. The process re-
quired continued consultation
among BSD, the UC administrative
staff, the building industry, and the
several URBS advisory committees.

The H'yh Cost of
Low-Cost t:uitdings

As a basic major decision, Type V
construction (the .ood-framed
Luildings now preferred bystudents)
was eliminated by BSD and the LIC
staff as ultimately uneconomical. In
the long run, cheap buildings are
costly; each additional dollar per
year in annual repair or maintenance
nullifies a $20 saving in original con-
struction cost. Type V construction
cents are 14% less thar. the cost of
conventional construction of higher
quality ($14.67 vt.. $17.15 per sq ft).
But this first cost saving is soon lost
in higher maintenance costs. More-
over, the loss in flexibility and the
maximum three-story height limit for
this construction further undermines
its economy. As land costs continue
skyrocketing, now at a national rate
of about 12% a year, the economy
of high-rise construction will pre-
dictably increase. The maximum
URBS project building height was
accordingly set at 13 stories, a limit
required to qualify reinforced con-
crete structures for earthquake re-
sistance under the state building
code.

Performance Criteria

From BSD's analysis of user needs
came the URBS concept of the flex-
ible living area (FLA). The FLA could
accommodate:

Rooms (for one or two single
students) organized into suites for
up to 10 students, with living room
and bath for each suite
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Apartments (for married stu-
dents) with living room, K:tchen, and
bath

a Apartments for single students
who ()refer to live alone.

The limit of 10 students per suite
springs from several factors. The
state fire code requires an extra exit
for a living unit containing more
than 10 occupants. The 10-occupant
limit also avoided the need for a

1-hour fire-rated partition (with a

similarly rated door) within tfe flex-
ible living area of 2,000 sq ft or less.
Since 10 students can be comfort-
ably quartered in less than 2,000 sq
ft, the chosen occupancy limit for
suites was thus a convenient figure.
It combined great economic bene-
fits with no discernible design liabil-
ities.

The URBS building system must, of
course, allow complete flexibility in
converting 10-studeni suites into
single rooms or married (and un-
married) student apartments, or vice
versa. To meet these flexible occu-
pancy requirements, the URBS pro-
gram had to achieve radical im-
provements over typical dormitories
built in the United States. In the
Midwest, for example, the prevailing
dormitory design tradition aligns
rooms for two students along two
sides of a corridor, with the trans-
verse partitions supporting the
flcors. Since the bearing partitions
can't be removed, the room sizes
are locked into a rigid pattern.

To build such confining structures
today for service until the year 2010
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betrays an appalling lack of irnag
nation. It fails both to allow for
changing student constituencies
ar:d rising living stanoards. A drastic
rise in the proportion of gradu-te
students can dramatically raise tne
demand for single-occupancy
rooms. Graduate students are far
more likely to need privacy (for a
more intense and less gregarious
college life) than typical under-
graduates.

A major goal of the URBS program
is to abolish the barracks atmo-
sphere of traditifinal ciorm,iories,
which often put 50 students into 25
identical moms under one admiiils-
trative unit.The greater variety read-
ilyattainable in URBS will add grace
and privacy to university life.

Technical Feasibility
In translating user requirements into
technical performance criteria, BSD
had to compromise technically be-
tween the ideal and the practical.
Compromise was necessary not
merely to reduce costs, but also to
limit the development stage to the
scheduled 14 months. Yet BSD had
to press for technologic-IIy prac-
ticable products that liad not been
marketed. Existing products lacked
many desirable and readily attain-
able features. And flexibility in
adapting existing subsystems to the
required room changes was non-
existent.

In acoustical performance, by far
the chief complaint against SCSD
schools, there was no area for corn.
promise. URBS acouct cal standards
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re considerably higher than those
for existing college dormitories;
they press manufacturers close to
their current technological limits.
The minimum Sound Transmission
Coefficients (SiC) of STC50 for
fixed partitions and STC40 for de-
nywntable partitions are the best
e. els crentry attained by avail-

able products. And the maximum
noise transmission levels set for the
irconditioning subsystems are be-

yond many manufacturers' current
crap abilities. BSD experts have re-
quited field tests of acr...istical per-
formance as well ;. laboratory tests,
which often do no. zorrelate closely
with actual field performance.

Consultation wish manufacturers en-
abled Bsn to balance the challenge
against the required response and
gat satisfactory bids for the three
major subsystems. A dialogue with
airconditioning manufacturers re-
sulted in attainable performanr7i
standards for individual student
temperature control ar.d fur open
windows and ventilation at reason-
able operating levels. Talks wilt.
furniture manufacturers indicated a
previously une(plaited potential for
designing durable furniture for wall
mounting or stacking as wellas floor
mounting. However, furnishing bids
were not accepted since the costs
were not felt by UC to be demon-
strably better than conventional
furniture.

Changes in Performance Criteria

Despite the basic similarity of ap-
proach, the URBS performance cri-

teria differ from SCSD's in many
respects. The 13 -story height limit
poses more severe fire require-
ments for URBS than for SC,SD's
maximum 2-story buildings. Lighting
was a major component of theSCSD
ceiling subsystem, requiring elabor-
ate provislons for reorienting light
troffers to maintain minimum Illumi-
nation levels in corners. The key
factor in URBS lighting, however',
not illumination intensity; it is simpry
individual control. Because conven-
tional domestic lighting is adequate
for dormitory needs, liahting v.ias
omitted from 'JR BS subsystems.

Like the SCSD building system, the
LIFIBS building sysiem nonetheless
focuses an the ceiling ::pace. with
three basic subsystems:

Z Structure-ceiling
el Heating-ventilating-cooling

Partitions

The structure-ceiling performance
criteria call for constE:Fit depth from
floor to ceiling surface below and a
maximum span of 35 ft tc provide
interiors free of obstructive columns
and interior bearing walls, Columns
of variable square cross seetio;1
r carry up to 13-sinry roads.
OtVor structural requirernent3 con-
cern accommodation of s..ti and
mechanical openings earthquake
resistance, and adaptability to slop-
ing sites.

The URBS airconditioning perform-
ance requirements differ more
drastically from SCSD's than the
stn :ctureceiling. WW1 their large
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(sometimes vast) interior areas,
SCSD schools in southern California
require cooing about 90% of the
time, and windows are rarely
opened.

URBS, however, has neither of these
two limitations. Al! URBS living units
are peripheral "thus they will gen-
erally lad' the heat gains generated
by people in heavily occupied inter-
ior spaces. Moreover, in conform-
ance with the greater freedom al-
ways demanded in a residential as
opposed to a vocational environ-
ment, the URBS windows are oper-
able. Cooling is less important in
URBS than in SCSD; it will doubt-
less be a less exercised option in
many areas of California where heal
is not severe.

URBS airconditicning, like SCSD's,
must be available as heating and
ventilating with provision for either
initial or later addition of cooling.
These requirements represent a sig-
nificant improvement over conven-
tional dorms, which provide neither
mechanical ventilation nor cooling
and r.o provisions for adding them.
The URBS' advisory committee
found many existing dorms in the
university system (and at other col-
leges) rather smelly. Recirculation
of return air from one living unit to
another is prohibited where living
units have kitchens.

URBS airconditioning must also be
capable of neutralizing the exces-
sive heat gains or losses in corner
living units. Automatic and manual
controls are required for the small-
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est living unit (min. 90 sq it). Areas
of 2,000 sq ft must be divisible into
8 zones, all individually controlled
for varied temperature.

To satisfy student demands for free-
dom of interior decor, BSD partition
performance specifications call for
a wide variety of finishesincluding
paint, vinyl, natural wood, chalk-
board, tackboard, and glass--plus
the capability for hanging pictures
or applying temporary wall cover-
ings.

As previously stated, they also re-
quire more rigorous sound-insulat-
ing quality than SCSD partitions.
The URBS fixed partitions require a
1-hour fire rating; demountable par-
titions must be incombustible.

The URBS market proved too small
to produce a competitive price for a
systems-designed bathroom. None-
theless many ideas, e.g., a tub-
shower fixture, may be incorporated
in URBS. In any event, the switch
from gang baths to smaller, resi-
dentialscale bathrooms promises
greater privacy for the students and
less maintenance expense for
cleLning services.

The UNBS furnishings subsystem
went the way of the bathroom units;
after a long negotiating process it
was decided that the furniture failed
to cut conventional costs sufficiently
to justify acceptance.

In its present state, URBS is a closed
building system. But, like SCSD, it
can grow into an open system, ac-
cording to BSD's Chris Arnold. The

entry of new bidders and bidders
not successful in the first round of
bidding into the marketplace will, as
in SCSD, transform URBS into an
open system. To gain entry into the
market, new subsystems must be
compatible with existing subsys-
tems at their many interfaces. The
anticipated parallel process should
extend URBS into the national mar-
ket for constructing university hous-
ing. The original URBS manufac-
turers will almost certainly perfect
their prototype subsystems with sec-
ond-generation models. Hampshire
College in Amherst, Massachusetts,
is already in advanced planning of
the first non Californian URBSbuild-
ing.

Bidding Procedure

Again as in the SCSD program, bid
awards for the URBS subsystem
contracts were unit prices based on
several hypothet cal building seg-
ments representing anticipated use
of the subsystems. Actual prices are
adjusted for their inexorable infla-
tionary rise by the ENR construction
cost index. With the datum price
index set at June, 1968, prices are
adjusted to each project's contract -
signing date. Bid prices also con-
tained "campus multipliers," which
adjust prices to the different labor
and transportation costs for sites all
over California.

During a 13-month bidding period,
the program moved through three
stages: Stage I preliminary design
approval qualified a competitor for
Stage II final design approval,which



in turn qualified him for considera-
tion for a final (Stage III) priced pro-
posal.

During the extended bidding, 29
contenders for the five original sub-
system contracts spent about $4
million in research and develop-
ment. Many dropped out before the
final, bid-submitting stage. Some
faded to meet the rigid performance
standards; others failed to beat the
cost of conventional subsystems;
and some simply stumbled over
technological hurdles. And at the
last minute, some manufacturers
that had survived the first two stages
were denied bidding performance
bonds.

The eight manufacturers who sur-
vived two stages of this rugged Dar-
winian struggle included three for
the structure-ceiling, two for fur-
nishings, and one each for HVAC,
partitions, and ilathroom.

On a conventional job, such a scarc-
ity of bidders could be financially
disastrous; the single bidders would

I

have a monopoly. but in the URBS
program even a single bidder still
had plenty of competitionin con-
ventional costs. Thus, from the bid-
ding viewpoint, the URBS program
was a can't-lose deal for the owner.
UC lost nothing when all bathroom
bids failed to brat the cost of con-

', ventional bathrooms. It gained, how-
ever, when the two remaining single

'. bidders, HVAC manufacturer Air-
4 temp Division of Chysler C. c /pora-

; tion and partition manufacturer
'-f-, Vaughan Interior Walls, Inc., beat
,..,

their conventional competition and
so won contracts.

The subsystems contractors' work
on each project will be coordinated
by a construction manager. His job
also includes coordination of the
subcontractors' work on the con-
ventional construction (foundations,
walls, plumbing, electrical distribo-
tion, etc.) which constitutes roughly
65% of each project's total cost.

Final Subsystems

The final subsystem bids, accepted
only on the basic three subsystems
represen+Mg 35% of total construc-
tion cost, cut conventional total cost
by 8%. Cost estimate for these three
subsystems for a conventionally
built dormitory was $12.08 per
OGSF (outside face to outside face
of exterior walls plus one-half cov-
ered, but unenclosed areas). Com-
parable cost for an URBS building
is $11.05 per OGSF. The structure-
ceiling and partition subsystems cut
the cost of conventional sub-com-
ponents by 22%.

Thu structure-ceiling subsystem
supplied by Airfloor Company, of
Santa Fe Springs, California, has a
cast-in-place concrete frame (col-
umns and spandrel beams or exter-
ior bearing walls). Floor members
span up to 35 ft. The smooth con-
creta ceiling surfaces can be con-
ventionally painted, stipple-painted,
or plastered.

Tile floor framing is ingeniously de-
signed to double as rdurn air
plenum for the airconditioning sub-
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system and as a space for supply
ducts and for plumbing and elec-
trical services. The bottom sections
of these floor members consists
of 4-in.-thick precast concrete sec-
tions, prestressed to resist tensile
bending stresses. Metal air supply
ducts and other utilities fit into a
central void created by a metal-
formed grid of concrete posts and
two-way arched soffii forms for the
underside of a cast-in-place con-
crete floor slab. The 18-in. depth of
this floor consti uction cuts 81/2 in.
from the 261/2-in. depth of typical
conventionE I framing, a $0.17 per-
sq-ft reduction in exterior wall costs
alone.

Airfloor Company was the ultimate
winner of the structure-ceiling car.-
tract. Interpace, the original winner,
withdrew from URBS competition
when the project volume was re-
duced from 4,500 units to 2,000.

The HVAC subsystem supplied by
the Airternp Divisional Chrysler Cor-
poration provides all mechanical
equipment, ductwork, and acces-
sories for heating and ventilating,
plus the required option for adding
cooling.

Unlike SCSD airconditioning, which
requires flev.ible, accessible ducts,
the URBS supply ducts are fixed in
their permanent enclosure within
the floor-ceiling space. But as later
explained, this HVAC subsystem will
nonetheless accommodate the re-
quired range of potential room
changes. Supply ducts feed through
ceiling diffusers located about 2 ft
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in from the exterior walls and
spa-;ed adjacent to the windows; air
returns to the ceiling plenum through
the central part of the two-way dif-
fuser opening

URBS airconditioning differs in
other ways from SCSD's. The Len-
nox SCSD airconditioning consists
of packaged units: the chillers,
heaters, circulating fans, duct net-
works, and controls offer a complete
independent service for each 3,600
sq-ft area. To eliminate the need for
piped water as the heating or cool-
ing agent, Lennox used direct-ex-
pansion refrigeration, which cools
the air as it blows directly over coils
containing the refrigerant.

For the much taller range of URBS
buildings, however, these self-suffi-
cient units are not appropriate, since
many campuses have central chill-
ing and heating plants. URBS air-
conditioning exphaits the er:oncmy
of central heating and cooling, with
water piped to multizone units serv-
ing up to 2,000 sq It through eight
diffusers Located at each floor in
the end walls, with air intake and ex-
haust through the wall, these units
force air over copper coils heated
or cooled to respond to different
requirements.

Central boilers and chillers and
pumps can be located on the roof or
in the basement, or the mulhzone
units cm be fed from the campus
central plant.

The winning partition subsystem,
supplied by Vaughan Interior Walls,
Inc., features a heavier unit than

SCSD. These fire-rated demount-
able and fixed partitions ire made
of laminated gypsum board. They
are supported laterally by a small
hidden aluminum runner channel
anchored to the concrete floor and
by an exposed anodized aluminum
trim channel at the ceiling. Com-
pressible gaskets can absoi b floor-
slab deflections up to 1 in. (1/2 in.
above or below the nominal ceiling
plane) and maintain toe acoustical
sent required to meet the rigorous
performance standards.

Partition surfaces are smooth or tex-
tured, with options for epoxy paint,
vinyl, redwood, tackhoard, chalk-
board, g!,:ss, or supporting surface
for student-applied finishes, ranging
from velvet to sketching paper. It is
relatively easy to change the fin-
ished surface on one c- both sides
without dismantling the entire parti-
tion. the partitions incorporate ver-
tical channels with hanging devices
for pictures or temporary displays
and furniture.
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The schoolhouse has always served
as a container from which we drew
knowledge, but now the container
itself has influenced the thinking of
industry and commerce. Since sys-
tems construction has provided a
better quality schoolhouse, it also
seemed a logical way to bud better
factories, offices, colleges, airports,
and housing. Systems applications
are universal since any type of
building wil benefit from an analyti-
cal approach to its design and a
well-organized method of managing
and constructing it.

Thr: federal government, through
the Department of Housing and
Urban Development, attempted to
aggregate a market for housing sys-
tems with Operation Breakthrough.
HUD invited proposals to meet its
performance specifications for the
design, financial management, and
construction of housing. Over 500
companies responded, and 22 were
selected to build on one or more of
9 sites in 8 cities. Each of the 22 had
demonstrated to HUD that its design
could be built economically and
eventually be mass-produced.

School builders no longer need to
start systems building from first
principles. There is now Eufficient
knowler!e, experience, and tech-
nology to enable any district on the
continent to build a single school
through the systems approach. The
processes and products have been
well tried out, and more than 50
companies manufacture structural,
lighting-ceiling, mechanical, and
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demountable and portable partition
subsystems. The development proj-
ects in Florida and Georgia illustrate
that school districts can build upon
the systems work pioneered by
others. And these two states are not
alone; at the end of 1970, over 200
systems schools were in use or in
development in 33 states.

The degree of success of the sys-
tems approaches described in this
book depend partly upon the per-
formance criteria. if the criteria are
incomplete or inaccurately de-
scribed, the responses will not be
satisfactory and the quality of the
environment will fall short of expec-
tation. The environmental standards
in California's pioneering SCSD pro-
gram were often based on intuition
becruse the planners did not have
ao:ess to research evidence. Later
programs in Toronto and Montreal
benefited from the earlier experi-
ences and are based on more so-
phisticated criteria.

Although a great deal of research
and development in systems con-
struction on this continent has been
directed toward educallonal facili-
ties, EFL, somewhat paradoxically,
would like the resulting buildings
not to be exclusively for educational
purposes. Systems should be the
means to ootaining good quality en-
vironment for people, and if a space
can orrvride the ideal comfort for
niie type cif occupation, it should be
able with minimal rearrangement to
provide the same amenities for an-
other type of occupation. Hence,
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today's schoolhouse would become
tomorrow's health facilities, social
center, or even commercial space.

Chameleon spaces make ecoromic
sense considering the momentum
of migration in and out of U.S. cities,
Some schoolhouses are withering
from the lack of warm bodies to
populate them, while in an adjacent
district trailers are pulled into
school yards to alleviate the crush
of students in the classrooms. When
a schoolhouse is declared redun-
dant it 'dually sits idly deteriorating
because it cannot bc., used for any-
thing else but teaching,. This need
not happen it the buildings are flexi-
ble enough to be economically con-
verted for another use.

But the primary purpose of school-
houses is to serve education, and
or this we still have to improve the
environment for learning. Systems
moved us forward a long way toward
an ideal school environment, and
EFL continues to seek technique: to
,complement this major advance.
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GLOSSARY OF
SYSTEMS-BUILDING
TERMS

Building System An assembly of
building subsystems and compo-
nents, and the rules for putting them
together in a building. Normally
these components are mass-pro-
duced and used for specific generic
projects in a construction program.

Closed Building System A build-
ing system whose subsystems are
restricted to that one bundling sys-
tem. It is produced through a single
manufacturer or a commerc;a1 asso-
elation of manufacturers or through
bidding conditions requiring that
subsystems be compatible with only
one manufacturer's subsystem at
each interface.

Compatibility The ability to inte-
grate two or more different building
subsystems (e.g., structure and air-
conditioning) al their interf,.ces.

Industrialized Building System A
building system organized to con-
vert raw rrwterials by capital-inten-
sive activitieq such as mechanization
and automation. Nor-industrialized
building is a labor-intensive activity.

Interface A common boundary, or
connection between two Subsys-
tems, e.g., bolted clamps anchuring
relocatable partitions to lighting cof-
fer frames at the ceiling plane.

Module A basic dimensional unit,
normally set by the size of a lighting
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coffer, ceiling panel, structural unit,
or other basi; subsystem. Room di-
mepsions are usually multiples of
the module, and the module itself,
normally 5 ft for schools, may be a
multiple of SOrrd smaller spatial di-
mension needed to accommodate
small building components, o.g.,
lockers.

Open Building System A building
system whose subsystems are inter-
changeable with other subsystems.
Open systems are usually produced
ir, response to bidding conditions
requiring each subsystem to be com-
patible with two or more subsystems
at each interface (thus assuring vir-
tually universal interchangeability),

Performance Criteria Tes;hnical
requirements for subsystems, sr:edi-
fying what they must do instead of
what they must look like or be made
of, i.e., that they must meet certain
standards of strength, fire resist-
ance, durability, insulating quality.
Performance bidding retains maxi-
mum freedom for bidoors to select
materials and Cabri cation and instal-
lation methods.

Performance Specification A con-
struction specification in hi ch sub-
systems are qualified by their ability
to satisfy needs, not by their con-
formance with a narrowly defined
descriptive or hardware specifica-
tion.

User Requirements Stated criteria,
sometimes in technical terms, de-
signed to satisfy teachers' and
students' needs. For e:'ample, the
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general user requirements cf a com-
fortable thermal en..ironment may
be translated in;- I specific user re-
quirements, e.g., 78F temperature,
with a tolerance or 2F, when out-
side temperature exceeds 90F. This
user requirement would later be
incorporated into the performance
criteria of the e rconJitioning sub-
system.

Subsystem Part of a building sys-
tem, defined for a specific function,
and comprising components and
materials needed to fulfill that func-
tion, e.g., the airconditioning sub-
system with its chillers, fans, pumps,
ducts, temperature and humidity
controls, etc.

Systems Building A process for
building constructon, featuring (1)
study of user requirements, (2) es-
tablishment of performance criteria,
(3) integration of subsystems into a
coordinated whole, and (4) testing
(or certification) of subsystems.
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